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George Melies Company,
Appellant,

against

Motion Picture Patents Company,
Edison MANUFACTURiNa Company,
George Melies and Gaston Melies.

In Equity.

Appellees.

BRIEF FOR APPELLEES MOTION PICTURE PATENTS COMPANY AND EDISON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Statement.
an appeal by the George Melies Company
(hereafter called *' Melies Company ") from final decree
rendered by the District Court, for the District of New
Jersey, February 12, 1912, dismissing the bill of complaint,
with costs.
The appellant, Melies Company (complainant below) is
an Illinois corporation located in Chicago, and was formed
for the purpose of manufacturing, selling and leasing
The appellee Edison Manufacturingmotion pictures.
Company (defendant below; hereafter called " Edison
This

is

2

Company

")

is

a

New

Jersey

corporation

located

at

J., and was at the time of the commenceof
the
ment
suit and for some yenrs prior thereto had been
engaged in manufacturing and leasing motion pictures.
The appellee Motion Picture Patents Company (defendant below; hereafter called "Patents Company") is also
a New Jersey corporation, and is the owner of various
patents appertaining to the motion picture art, more particularly described in the bill of complaint; some but not
all of these patents having been acquired by it from the
Edison Company.
The Melies Company came into Equity seeking to
compel the delivery or the execution and delivery from
the Patents Company to the complainant of two license
agreements, alleged to have been executed between them
(Complainant's Exhibits 3«> and 37, pp. 635 and 661), or in
default thereof to compel specific performance of an alleged agreement to issue such a license, with incidental

Orange, N.

injunctive

relief.

among other things, in substance that
the Edison Company, as the owner of two letters patent
No. 12,037 and No. 12, 192, entered into an agreement with
Gaston Melies of New York City, acting for himself and
as attorney for his brother, George Melies, of Paris,
France, under date of January 31st, 1008, in which a
license was granted to said Gaston and George Melies,
subject to the covenants, conditions and stipulations contained in said agreement, to manufacture and use such
number of cameras or apparatus embodying the invention
of re- issued letters patent No. 12,037 as might be necessary
for the proper conduct of the licensee's business, and to
manufacture, print, produce and sell positive motion pictures embracing the invention of said re-issued letters
The

bill alleges,

A copy of this license agreement, marked "Sched(Comp. Ex. 34, p. 15) is annexed to the bill. This
license agreement provided among other things that the
licensor might grant other licenses under said patents not
exceeding six in number, unless a greater number of such
licenses was authorized by a plurality vote of the licensor
and the licensees on the basis of one vote for each one
thousand running feet of new subjects placed on sale by
patent.
ule

A"
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the licensee during the year preceding the taking of such
vote.
The bill further alleges that at the same time the
same parties entered into another agreement, dated Jan.
uary 31st, 1908, copy of which, marked "Schedule B "(p.
is annexed to the bill, under which the said licensees
were granted the right to import into the United States
negative motion pictures made by said George Melies in
France and fiom such negative pictures print, manufacture and sell positive motion pictures made in the United
States subject to the terms, stipulations and conditions
contained in the first agreement (Schedule "A") and
during the continuance of said agreement. That by an
agreement in writing between the Edison Company,
George and Gaston Melies and the Melies Company,
executed and delivered on September 18th, 190S, but

29)

dated November 2nd, 1908, the said

two license agreements were transferred by George and Gaston Melies to

Company, with

the consent of the Edison
copy of this agreement, marked '"Schedule C," (p. 31) is attached to the bill.
That at or about
the time of the execution of the first mentioned license
agreement the Edison Company executed and issued six
other license agreements to other licensees similar in
form to Schedule A. That thereafter and in the month
of November or December, 1908, the defendant Motion
Picture Patents Company was organized and acquired the
letters patent hereinabove referred to from the Edison
Company and also various other patents appertaining
to the motion picture art.
The foregoing allegations of
the bill are admitted in the answer, except that the
answer sets up that the consent of the Edison Company
to the assignment of the license agreements from the
Melies' to the Melies Company was procured by the com-

the

Melies

Company.

A

plainant's fraud.

The

bill

further alleges, in substance, as follows:

That it was agreed between the complainant and the
promoters of the Patents Company that the latter
company would grant to the complainant a further
license under all patents acquired by it upon the same
terms and conditions as contained in Schedules "A"
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"

B

agreement was ratified and confirmed by the Patents Company after its organization
and that a license agreement between the Patents Company and the complainant to supplement the license
agreements embodied in Schedules " A " and " B," was, on
or about December 18th, 1908, prepared by the Patents
Company and signed by the complainant acting through
its Vire-president, one J. J. Lodge, and as so executed by
the complainant was delivered to the President of the
Patents Company at the latter's request, who promised
that it would be forthwith signed by the Patents Company, its corporate seal affixed and forwarded to the
complainant at Chicago; that the Patents Company has
issued and delivered similar license agreements to the six
other Edison licensees as well as to certain additional
All of these allegations are denied in the
licensees.
answer, except that it is admitted that the defendants
have refused to execute and deliver the alleged agreements, and that similar license agreements have been
issued and delivered to the six other Edison licensees and

and

";

that

this

two additional licensees.
The bill further alleges that the Patents Company has
issued notifications to certain individuals and corto

porations

known

as licensed exchanges constituting the

customers to whom it is alleged the licensed manufacturers under the aforesaid licenses issued by the Patents
Company as well as the complainant sell their products,
in and by which notifications said licensed exchanges
have been notified of their right to purchase motion pictures from the licensed manufacturers of the Patents
Company (excluding the complainant); that said licensed exchanges have been prohibited from purchasing
or using motion pictures otiier than those purchased
from said manufacturers (excluding the complainant)
licensed by the Patents Company so that the complainant is prevented from selling its motion pictures to said
licensed exchanges and is therefore deprived of a market

and that it will be impossible for complainant to conduct its business or compete with the
other licensees of the Patents Company, unless a further
license agreement from the Patents Company is issued
for its products,

5

These allegations are denied in the
to it.
answer, except that it is admitted that the Patents Company has sent out notifications to its licensed exchanges
giving a list of its licensed manufacturers and that the
name of the Melies Company is not on said list, and
except that it admits that said licensed exchanges have
agreed with the Patents Company not to purchase or
lease motion pictures except from the licensed manufac-

and delivered

turers.

up two defenses. First, that the
agreements from the Edison
Company to the complainant was obtained by the fraud
of the complainant, its officers and agents; second, that
the two license agreements so transferred to the complainant on September 18th, 190^, have terminated by
reason of the breach by the complainant of certain conditions subsequent contained in the collateral and concurrent agreement dated September 18, 1908, executed
and delivered on the same day and at the same time as
the transfer agreement (pp. 34-47),
George and Gaston Melies have with leave of the
Court filed an intervening petition, in which petition it
is alleged, among other things, that they have rescinded
the contracts transferring the two license agreements
(Schedules " A " and " B ") to the Melies Company for the
reasons therein more particularly alleged; that they claim

The answer

transfer of the

sets

two

license

with the title to the said license agree
prayed for in the petition, among
other things, is for a decree re-instating them in their
rights as licensees, under Schedules " A " and " B ''; that
the Melies Company be decreed to execute a reconveyance
to them of these license agreements; that the Melies Company be restrained from asserting any rights in or to said
license agreements or interfering with them as licensees
and that the Patents Company be compelled to issue to
them a new license in the form heretofore issued to the
other licensees (pp. 49-84). The intervenors a{)pear here
as appellees having obtained from the Patents Company
pending the suit a license terminable in the event of a decree in favor of the complainant.
The Court below dismissed the bill, with costs to the
to be re-invested

ments and the

relief
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and interveners; the reason for this decision
heing contained in the following language used by the
learned Court:
(lefftiidants

" The evidence shows that the complainant not
only has failed to perfo} m certain promises and undertakings on its part which largely constituted the
consideration for which it was to be licensed, hut at
the very time of so pron)ising and undertaking id
not intend to fulfill its engagements, hut had an
intention at that time ncjt to observe its promises
and undertakings. The vital question here is not
how the violation of conditions subsequent is to be
taken advantage of, or whether the mere breach of
a promise, though intentional, amounts to such
misrepresentation as to authorize a lesciseion of the
contract.
It is whether one is entitled in equity to
demand specific perfor mance who has not only failed
to observe the terms and conditions entering into
the heart of the contractual consideration, but became a party to the contiact with the intention at
the time not to comply with such terms and conditions.
One who enters into a contract impliedly
makes a representation, as a fact, that he has an
'

An intention is just as
intention to perform it.
much a matter of fact as any physical phenomenon. * * * This doctrine is sustained by an
overwhelming weight of authority. Nor can one,
guilt}' of such implied and fraudulent misrepresentation, conform to the lequirement of the maxim
that one seeking equitable relief must come into
court w ith clean hands."

The Facts.
The evidence conclusively

establishes the

following

facts:

Early in the month of August, 190S, Gaston Melies
on Frank L. Dyer (who was the Vice-President of
Company), in company with one J. J. Lodge
Edison
the
(one of the promoters of the George Melies Com[)any),
and stated that he desired to incorporate his business and
that said Lodge would be associated with him in the corpoLodge stated that the capital of the company,
ration.
to-wit, $75,000, would be contiibuted by himself and Mr.
called

1

Carter of Chicago, who, according to Lodge's
representations, was a very wealthy man; that neither he
nor Carter were interested in the motion picture business in any of its branches, that there would be no outside interest in the business, and that the only persons
who would be interested in the business in addition to

Lincoln

J.

himself was said Carter and said Gaston and George
They asked that the consent of the Edison Manufacturing Company be given to the transfer of the two
license agreements (Schedules "A" and "B")to such proMelies.

posed corporation, which they stated would be known as
the "George Melies Company." Mr. Dyer replied that
under these circumstances he saw no reason why the
Edison Company would oppose a transfer of the license

agreement to the Melies Company, but that it would be
necessary to obtain the consents of the other Edison
licensees, or a majority thereof, and further that it
would be necessary for Gaston Melies to make a formal
written application for such transfer. This he did on
August 14th, 1908 (Deft.'s Ex. 1, p 709; Dyer, pp 331On the faith of these lepre334; Melies, pp. 409-412).
sentations Mr. Dyer proceeded to obtain and did obtain
the consent of the requisite number of licensees to a
transfer of the license.
On or about September loth,
1908, and pending the preparation of the papers necessary to transfer the licenses, Mr. Dyer received a telegram from Ml'. William N. Selig, President of the
Selig Polyscope Company
Illinois,
of Chicago,
and
George K. Spoor, President of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, Illinois, (each of which
companies was an Edison licensee under agreements substantially the same in form as Schedule "A", protesting against the sale of the stock of the George Melies
Company to persons engaged in the exchange oi- film
renting business.
Mr. Dyei- at once called the attention
of Mr. Melies to this telegram, who stated that he knew
nothing whatever ai)Out it (Dyer, pp. 335-7; Melies, pp.
413-415; Selig, p. 294; Spoor, p. 274).
At Mr. Dyer's
suggestion Mr. Melies wired for- either Mr. Carter or Mr.
Lodge to come on from Chicago. Lodge was the VicePresident of the George Melies Company and Carter was

8

the Secretary. The two together promoted and organized
the company. Mr. Lodge came on at once in response to
this telegram, and in company with Mr. Gaston Melies
called on Mr. Dyer, who exhibited to Lodge a circular
(Defendant's Exs. 2 and 3, pp. 710-713), purporting to be
sent out by the George Melies Company to persons en-

gaged

exchange or rental business, soliciting subGeorge Melies ComLodge admitted that he had sent out such circu-

in the

scriptions to the capital stock of the

pany.
lars.

Thereupon, Mr. Dyer protested against the sending outof
such circulars or the sale or offering for sale of any stock of
the company to persons interested in the exchange or rental
He told Mr. Lodge that the Edison licensees obbusiness.
jected to rental exchanges becoming interested in the
manufacturing business; that it was a question which the
licensees had often discussed among themselves, and that
it was undesirable for a manufacturer to be interested in
a rental exchange; that in connection with the phonograph business (Mr. Dyer being President of the National
Phonograph Company), which is much lai'ger than the
moving picture business, they had found it a very objectionable thing for a manufacturer to be interested in a
jobbing business, and that the same was true of the moMr. Lodge then stated that the
tion picture business.
circulars in question were sent out by him without any
knowledge that they would be objected to, but since they
were objected to he would do all that he could to recall
them and undo what had been done. He stated that only
a few subscriptions to the stock of the Melies Company
had been received, the amount of such subscriptions being
$700, and that he would endeavor, if possible, to have
He admitted that the cirthose subscriptions canceled.
culars offering the stock for sale had been sent to various
film rental exchanges, and told Mr. Dyer that he would
not send out any more of the circulars, that he would
not accept any further subscriptions to the stock, and that
he would endeavor to cancel those few subscriptions that
had already been accepted. Mr. Dyer then stated to Mr.
Lodge that in view of the fact that these circulars had

9
beeti sent out,

if,

would have

to be clearly

understood as a

condition to the transfer of the license to the George Melies
Company that there should be an arrangement on his part

not to sell stock in the George Melies Company to exchanges. Lodge assented to this and expressly stated
that in view of the objection he woiiid not sell any stock
to exchanges or persons interested in exchanges (Dyer,
pp. 83i;,-7,-8; Melies, pp. 413-416).

Relying upon these representations and believing them
and the promises to be bona fide Mr. Dyer on
behalf of the Edison Company executed the transfer of
the license agreements (referred to in the bill as
September 18th. 1908. At the same time
Schedule
the
execution
and deliveiy of said agreement of transas
fer, to-wit, on September 18th, 1908, the Edison Company
and the complainant executed an agreement, of which
the following is a copy (Deft 's Ex. No. 4, p. 714):
to be true

"C)

"Sept.
"

J. J.

Chicago,

Dkak

18,

1908.

L(H)GE, Esq.
111.

Sik:

The Edison Manufacturing Company agrees to
and does transf<'r to the George Melies Coiiif)any, a
corpoiat,if)n of Illinois, the license dated January
31,
1908, granted to George Melies, of
Paris,
France, and Gaston Melies of New York City,
under Reissued Letters Patent No. 12,037 and No.
12,192, only under the condition (accepted by the
Directors of the George Melies Coni[)any) that
the said license as to tlie George Melies Company,
shall terminate, if, at any time during its life, the
control of said Company shall pass from Lincoln
J. Caiter of Chicago and yourself or cither of you,
or such successors as may be accepted in writing
by said Gaston Melies or George Mf^lies, or (in the
event of the death or incapacity of both of tliem)
Paul Melies, or if Gaston Melii's, for anv reason,
should cease to be the president and a director of
the George Mt-lies Company, and not be succeeded
in such offices by bis son, Paul MeHes, as [)rovided
in Paragraphs 1 and 5 of a certain agreement entered into by and between George and Gaston

10
Melies, J. J. Lodge and L. J. Carter, on the Brd
of August, 1908.

Vours very
(Signed)

ti

Frank

day

uly,
L. Dyek,

Vice-President,

Edison Manufacturing Company.

GFS/MJL
'Vhe above named license is accepted by the
George Mehes Company under the conditions ex-

pressed above.
J. J.

Lodge,

Vice-President,
Geoi-ge

Mehes Company."

of Lodge in accepting the assignment of the
under the conditions expressed above" was unanimously ratified by the Board of Directors of the George
Melies Company at a meeting held Nov. 2, 1908 (Deft.'s

The action

licenses

Ex.

12, p. 744,

lines 9-27).

complainant in
procuring the transfer of these license agreements and
also the breach of the condition contained in the collateral and concurrent agreement, dated September 18th,
1908, were not discovered by the defendants until the
18th day of December, 1908, at a meeting of the manufacturing licensees held at No. 10 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, on that date (Dyer, pp. 339-343). Messrs. Selig
and Spoor of Chicago (above referred to), who were in
attendance as representatives of the Selig Polyscope Company and the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company,
manufacturing licensees, called Mr. Dyer (ihe President
of the Patents Company and Vice-President of the Edison
Company) into an adjoining room, and informed him that
they were informed that one Max Lewis, of Chicago, who
was the principal owner of the Chicago Film Exchange, a
corporation engaged in the exchange or renting business,
owned or controlled a majority of the stock of the George
Melies Company. Mr. Dyer requested Mr. Lodge, who
was present as Vice-President of and representing the
George Melies Company at the said meeting, to come into
the room, and this statement was repeated in the presence

The

facts evidencing the fraud of the

of Mr. Lodge.

Mr. Dyer then stated that the sale of this stock to
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Mr. Lewis was very objectionable, and that he felt if
such a thing was done the transfer to the George Melies
Company of the Edison licenses had been obtained in bad
Mr. Lodge stated that a majority of the stock had
faith.
not been sold to Lewis, but that '^50 shares out of a total
capitalization of 760 shares had been sold to Lewis, and
that the stock of Lewis, Carter and Lodge was all held
by two lawyers in Chicago named Howe & Dunn, as trustees; that the control of the business affairs of the

Melies

Company was

George

vested in an Executive Committee,

which was composed of Max Lewis and himself, and that
was agreed that if he and Mr Lewis were unable to
agree upon any question, the matter sliould be arbitrated
by the two trustees, and if the tiustees failed to agree,
the question should be left to the arbitration of one of
it

the municipal juilges of Chicago (Dyer, p. 340; 8elig,
p. 295 et seq.; bpooi-, p. 277-8).
Lodge di'l not show or offer to show the trust agreement to Dyer, and as will be presently seen, he misstated
the real facts with respect to the trusteeing of the stock
and the control of the company.
Mr. Lodge then said that if Mr. Dyer would come to
Cliicago ho would be willing to submit the books of the
Gt'orge Melies Company to him to verify his statement.
Mr. Dyer stated that be would go to Chicago and try to
straighten out the matter, but before the four of them,
to wit, Dyer, Lodge, Selig and Spoor, left the room where
the conference was going on to attend the meeting of the
licensees which was then going on in an adjoining room.
Lodge said that he would not let Mr. Dyer see the books
of the George Melies Company unless he had an equal opportunity to examine the books of the Selig and Essauay
Companies. Selig and Spoor both declined to permit
their books to be examined, as they saw no reason why
such an examination sliould be made, and theieupon
Lodge withdrew his offer to peiinit an exaujination of
complainant's books (Dyer, p. 841; Selig, pp. 29t)-7; Spoor,
p. 2H6j.

Mr. Dunn, one of these trustees, was the attorney for
Lodge and Mr. Howe, the other, for Max Lewis.
Mr. Dyer thereupon stated to Lodge that he had been
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imposed upon by him and also that there had been a
breach of the condition subsequent as to the control of
the company contained in the collateral agreement of
September 18th, 1908, and further that the Motion Picture Patents Company would not grant a license to the
George Melies Company without further investigation or
until the matter had been satisfactorily adjusted (Dyer,
340; Selig, p. 297, lines 12-15).

The evidence further shows that the other Edison
manufacturing

licensees, all

of

whom

were present at

this meeting, protested against the issuance of a further

complainant on the ground that their consent to the transfer of the two Edison licenses of January 31st, 19U8, had been procured by false and fraudulent
representations on the part of Lodge, and tiiat they were
opposed to the giving of such a license until the matter

license to the

was adjusted

to their satisfaction (Smith, p. 401; Blackton,
Dyer,
It should
340; Selig, p. 297; Spoor, p. 276).
397;
p.
p.
be noted here that these licensees were directly interested

in the granting of such a license because
of the license

agreement of January

under the terms

31st, 1908 (see para-

Schedule "A" attached to the bill) no license
could be granted without the consent of a majority
All the foregoing facts are abundantly proved
vote.
by the testimony of Mr. Dyer, corroborated by the
testimony of six other persons who were present at
(Dyer, p. 339 et seq.; Spoor, p. 276 et seq.;
this meeting.
seq.; Selig, p. 295 et seq.; Blackton, p.
Marion, p. 394
396 et seq.; Smith, p. 400 et seq.; Kennedy, p. 390 et seq.)
The evidence further shows that following this meet-

graph

20,

ing of December 18th, 1908, and early in the month of
January, 1909, Mr. Lodge, representing the complainant,
opened negotiations with Mr. Dyer, representing the Patents Coujpany and the Edison Company, looking to an
adjustment of this difficulty, that a veibal understanding

was reached between them, having for its object the
granting of a license upon conditions which would assure the control of the Meliert Company in the hands of
Messrs. Carter, Lodge and

tlie

Melies', as originally con-

templated at the time the licenses were signed and thus
eliminate Max Lewis in the Company; but that these ne-
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through by reason of the refusal of
Mr. Lodge to accede to the terms verbally agreed upon.
The defendants adhered to their previous election to
rescind and their previous rHSi;issiou of the transfer of the
two license agreements, dated January 31st, 1908, on the
ground of fraud and breach of this condition subsequent,
and they further refused to issue a new license of the
Patents Company (Dyer, p. 347 et seq.; Deft.'s Ex. 5, pp.
716, 716; Mdies, pp. 456-459).
In this connection the Court's attention should be
called to the evidence showing the materiality of the false
gotiatious finally

fell

representations in refeience to the sale of stock to Max
Lewis and of the materiality of the breach of conditions
subsequent as to the control of the company.
The motion picture business in this country is con-

ducted by three distinct clas.'-es of persons; first, those
who arc engaged in the hnsiiiess of manufacturing the
pictures, which are commonly known as "film''; second,
persons (commonly known as " exchanges " or "renters")
who purchase or lease the film fronj the mariufacturers
and sublet it to the exhildtors; and third, persons who
are engaged in th business of exhibiting the pictures in
theatres and other places of amusement, who are known
as "exhibitors '"and who deal directly with the exchanges
(Dyer, p. 354). Tliere are reasons of sound business
policy why the various branches of this business should
be kept separatfi and distinct.
These reasons can be best expressed in Mr. Dyer's
own language, at the interview above referred to on September 18, 1908, when objection was raised to the sale of
the stock to exchanges, and prior to the assignment of
In answer to a question whether he exthe licenses.
plained to Mr. Lodge the necessity of keeping the manufactuiing, rental and exhibition branches of the business
separate and distinct, he testified as follows:
•

"I told him that it was highly important that
the manufacturfrs should keep out of the exchange
business.
I told him that in the
plionograph business, the National IMionograph Company of which
I am President had been very successful because
it had steadfastly adopted the policy of confining

manufacture, and had disposed of
through jobbers and dealers with
wbom it did not directly compete. I told him that
one of our com|)etitors, the Columbia Phonograph
Ooiupany, had not followed this poh'cy, hut had
attempted to enter the retail business, and in that
way, had antagonized all of the johbei e and dealers
with whom it had previously done business, and
that if the manufacturers ex[)ecied to ultimately
succeed they would liave to cultivate the goodwill of the exchanges by convincing them that the
manufacturers were satisfied to do only the manuitself

itfi

solely to

products

facturing business.

I said

that

when

the original

Edison combination was formed, there were thiee
manufacturers who were directly interested in the
exchange business, but that we had convinced thetn
that they should withdraw as quickly as possible
from the exchange business, and they were
attempting to do so. And I said that we had all
agreed tliat we must make that a rule of conduct
for the future, not to have a manufacturer go into
the exchange business or take on a new licensee
who was connected with the exchange business,
and, as a result of that policy, the interests of the
manufacturers iu the exchange business are piobably not more than 50 per cent, at the present time
of what they were in the Spring of 1908, when the
original Edison Combination was formed.
I also
pointed out to Mr. Lod.^e that entirely aside from
antagonizing the exchanges and making them distrustful and suspicious, to permit a manufacturer
to be in the exchange business was unfair to the
other manufacturers who were not in the exchange
business, because that particular manufacturer had
an undue advantage in placing his product on the
market through the exchanges in which he was
directly interested, and that we felt that all of the
maimfacturers ougiit to stand on the same bottom
and compete entirely on quality " (Dyer, p. 355-6).

Notwithstanding Mr. Lodge's assurance to Mr. Dyer
that no further sales of stock would he made to exchanges or
persons interested in exchange;^, the evidence conclusively
shows that on the ver?) day on ivhich he gave that assurance
negotiationswcrepending for the sale of alarge stock interest
to M'tx Lewis; that such negotiationshad been pending since
early in September

(p. 524);

that these negotiations were
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continued by Mr. Lodge immediately after his return to
Chicago, and that they finally resulted in a sale of 350
shares to Max Lewis, and the execution of the trust agree-

ment dated November 10, 1908, placing the control of the
company in two trustees. Max Lewis testifies that the
negotiations for the sale of stock to him were commenced
Lodge's testimony
eaily in the month of September.
shows that these nogotiations were continued tbronghout
September (Lodge, pp. 476 to 477; pp. 522 to 523); and
on cross-examination he admitted tliat on September 18,
ll»08, negotiations for the sale of the stock to Max Lewis
were then pending (Lodge,
all

p. 524).

The evidence conclusively shows that substantially
the cash that was ever paid int(j the treasury of the

George

Company

(with the exception of the
trifling amount advanced by Carter or L(jdge for promotion expenses), was contributed by Max Lewis, and that
before he put up a dollar the trust agreement above
referred to was executed.
This agreement (Deft.'s
Exhibit 7) will be found read into the record on pages,
This agreement is executed between Max Lewis,
165 ff.
party of the first part, and Lodge and Carter as parties
It recites in substance that Lodge is
of the second part.
the owner of three hundred and seventy-eight shares of the
George Melies Company, capitalized at $75,0u0, of the par
value of $100 per share, that Carter is the owner of 50
shares, that Max Lewis is about to purchase 320 shares
from the company at par upon the terms and conditions
therein expressed, and is about to purchase 30 shares from
Melies

and pay him
lowing conditions:
said Lodge,

tliercfor ^3,000, all u|)on tlie fol-

First, that the stock of Max Lewis when so purchased and delivered shall, with the stock of Carter and
Lodge, be deposited with 'Ihomas F. Howe and R. W.
Dunn of Chicago, as trustees, to be held by them under
the terms and conditions of a certain other agreement
of even date thereto attached and made a pait thereof
and marked Exhibit A; second, that the royalties payable
to George and Gaston Melies under their contract with
Carter and Lodge, dated August 3rd, 1908, shall be paid
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George and Gaston Melies according

to said

to the

terms

of a certain other written agi eeinent thereto attached

and

made a

part thereof and marked Exhibit B.
Exhibit A attached to this agreement and
" Poohng Agreement'' is also dated November

marked
10,

1908,

executed bet veen Lodge and Carter as parties of
the first part, and Max Lewis, as party of the second
part.
This agreement, after reciting that Lodge is the
owner of 378 shares and Carter' of 50 shares of the stock

and

is

of the

George Alehes Company, and that

Max Lewis

is

purchase 320 shares fioin the Company and 30
about
shares from Lodge, provides for the deposit with Thomas
to

F.

Howe and

J. J.

L

J.

R.

W. Dunn,

as trustees, of 322 shares

by

Lodge, 350 shares by Max Lewis and 50 shares by
Carter and contains the following provision:

"All of said stock to be duly endorsed by the
owners thereof to said trustees, who shall issue
their trustees' certificates therefor, said stock to
retnain with said trustees for a period extending
until August 31, 1914, with a mutual understanding and agreement by all of the parties hereto, that
in the event that the patents heretofore issued
to the Edison Manufacturing Company, and under
which licenses have been issued to Geoige and
Gaston Melies, and by them assigned to L. J. Carter and J. J. Lodge, and by them duly assigned
to the George Melies Company shall be extended
for a further period of seven years from August
patents ex[)ire,
31, 1911-, the day on which said
then and in that event this agreement shall also
be extended for such an additional period.

And it is further mutually understood, covenanted AND AGREED BY ALL THE PARTIES HERETO
THAT SAID TRUSTEES SHALL HAVE THE VOTING POWER
OK SAID STOCK AT ALL REGULAR AND SPECIAL MKETINGS AS FULLY AND COMPLETELY AS THE OWNERS
THERKOF \V(^ULD HAVK IF SAID STOCK REMAINED IN
THE HANDS OF THE PARTIES HERETO, OR THEIR ASSIGNS, EXCEPT THAT SAID TRUSTEES SHALL VOTE FOR
THE ELECTION OF GeORGE MeLIES, GaSTON MeLIES,
Lincoln J. Carter and J. J. Lodge as four op
THE FIVE directors OF THE SAID GeORGE MeLL'S
Company, so long as they carry out the intent
AND purposes OF THIS AGREEMENT,"
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B

attached to the agreement first referred to
and made a part thereof, entitled "Stockholders' Agreement," is likewise dated November 10, 1908, and is executed by and l>etween Max Lewis as party of the first part,
J. J. Lodge, Lincoln J. Carter and the George Melies
Company, parties of the second part. This agreement,
aftei- reciting the stock ownership of Carter and Lodge,
the fact that Max Lewis is about to purchase all of the remaining unsubscribed stock of the company, to wit, 320
shares, and 30 shares from J. J. Lodge, and after fuither
reciting the agreement between George and Gaston Melies
and Carter and Lodge, dated August 3, 1908, which provides that certain royalties shall be paid paid George and
Gaston Melies, provides that the parties of the second
part (Lodge, Carter and the corporation), agree that in
consideration of the purchase of the stock by Max Lewis,
the payment of royalties by the George Melies Company
to George and Gaston Melies shall be upon the following

Exhibit

basis:

" That the royalties provided for in said agreeof August '6 shall be paid to George and Gaston Melies by the George Melies Company, and
that when the George Melies Company shall pay
dividends the dividend account of Max Lewis as a
stockholder in the company shall be credited with
an amount equal to 21 2/3 per cent, of the royalties
theretofore paid by the company, which 21 2/3 per
cent, shall be charged proportionately against the
dividend accounts of Lodge and Caiter and all
other stockholders except said Max Lewis, it being
further agreed by said Lodge that if the said royalties paid by the said George Melies Company to
George and Gaston Melies shall at any time amount
to $20,000 before the payment of dividends, then,

ment

and in that event, said Lodge shall foi feit to said
Lewis 189 shares of the capital stock of the George
Melies Company, and the trustees aforesaid are
authorized and directed to make such transfer of
163 shares of stock from Lodge to Max Lewis."

The agreement also provides for cancellation of
THE TRUST AGRKEMENT IN THE EVENT THAT THE GeOHGE
Melies Company is prevented from carrylng on its business THROUGH the FAULT OF EITHER LODGE OR CARTER
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OR THE Edison Manufacturing Company or George and
Gaston Melies, and in that event the trustees shall
DELIVER to Max Lewis all of the stock, including that
deposited by Lodge and Carter.
This agreement was thereafter on July 10, 1909, canby all the parties thereto (Lewis, p. 140).
This is the agreement under which appellees claim
that control of the company passed out of the hands of
Carter and Lodge, within the purview of the collateral
celled

18, 1908, and that by virtue of
agreement, the two license agreements assigned on
that date to the complainant automatically ceased and
determined. The legal effect of the execution of this
trust agreement will be more fully discussed in Point III.

agreement of September
this

Complainant's proofs completely fail to show an
execution by the Patents Company of the new license
agreement (Complainants' Exhibit 37, p. 661) or any
promise to execute it, or any consideration for any
alleged promise to execute.

The true facts as to the partial execution of this as
well as the license agreements with the other licensees
at the meeting of Dec. 18, 1908, as disclosed by the
testimony of seven persons who were present at this meeting are as follows:

Proposed separate printed uniform license agreements
were distributed among the Edison licensees at this meeting, for their examination and approval, the terms of
which were discussed for several hours. Finally, it appearing that the agreement was satisfactory in form
to all parties in interest, the licensees were requested to
sign their respective agreements, but it was distinctly
stated by Mr. Dyer, President of the Motion Picture Patents Company, that while he signed the agreements then
as a matter of convenience, as President of the Patents
Company and Vice-President of the Edison Company,
none of the agreements were to take effect as the act and
deed of the Patents Company unless and until the Board
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of Directors should thereafter ratify and approve such

When this statement was made Mr Lodge,
execution.
Vice-President of the George MeHes Company, was
sitting within four feet (Dyer, p. 343) of Mr. Dyer,
and it was thoroughly understood by each and every
The proposed agreement was accordperson there.
ingly signed by the George Melies Company, by J. J.
Lodge, and was signed by Mr. Dyer as President
of the Patents Company and as Vice-President of the
Edison Company. It was not, however, at that time
signed by the Secretary of either of these last-named companies (whose signatures under the by-laws of said companies respectively were necessary to make the instrument the act and deed of the Company) nor was it signed
by the Secretary of the George Melies Company. All the
other license agreements were partially executed in the
same way. It was at this meeting that Mr. Dyer was
informed for the first time of the facts above stated as
to the sale of the stock to Max Lewis and the transfer of
control of the Company to Lewis, and the defendants
accordingly refused to proceed with the execution of the
license agreement with the complainant, and thereafter
notified it as hereinbefore stated of their election to rescind the transfer of the Edison licenses for fraud and
also of their election to terminate the said license agreements of January 31st, 1908, for breach of the condition
subsequent as to the control of the complainant Company
(Dyer, pp. 343-4; Scull, 367 et seq.; Selig, 297, 298; Spoor,
280; Kennedy, p. 390; Blackton, 397-8; Smith, 400-401;
Marion, 395).
The complainant in paragraph
of the bill (p. 10)
avers as a consideration for the alleged promise of the Patents Company to issue a new license to it that the complainant consented to the giving of certain additional licenses
without which consent it is alleged the Patents Company
under the terms of the previous license agreements could
not give such additional licenses, and further that the
new licenses were granted upon terms, conditions and
stipulations more favoiable to the licensees than those
conferred under the original license held by the complainant. This is denied in the answer and the complain-

XX
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show either the necessity
was given by the complainant

ant's proofs absolutely fail to

for such consent or that

new

it

by the Patents Company
favorable than the
original Edison licenses.
The real facts as to the granting
of the additional licenses and the cause therefor are as
or that the

licenses given

to the otiier licensees

were

more

follows:

Up to the month of December, 1908, the principal patents affecting the motion picture art in this country were
owned by two interests, the Edison interest and the Biograph Company interest, the latter also including the
patents of the Armat Company. The Edison patents were
two in number, one covering the camera for taking the
pictures, vi^hich patent had been sustained at final
hearing by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit, and the other patent covering the motion picture
The camera patent was infringed by all the manufilm.
facturers of moving pictures in this country and it would
have been difficult, if not impossible, to pro iuce a camera
without infringing the claims of this patent. The film
patent covers all commercial moving picture films. The
Biograph patents related broadly to apparatus for exhibiting the pictures, one of them covering the shutter, another covering the employment of a loop in the
film above and below the intermittent feed device, the
third covering the star steel feed, which is used practically on all projecting machines, and various other patThe Edison
ents covering other details of importance.
the
Biograph
sued
Company
and
licensees
Company had
for
infringement
of its patof the Biograph Company
ents, and the Biograph Company had in turn sued the
Edison Company for infringement of the Biograph patThese suits were pressed very vigorously during the
ents.
late Spring and Summer of 1908, and both interests recognized that if the several patents were sustained the Edison patents would prevent the Biograph interests from
manufacturing pictures and the Biograph patents would
prevent the Edison Company and its licensees from satisIt was, therefoie, a
factorily exhibiting the pictures.
of
settlement
was
advisable and the
sort
case where some
deal
of
negotiation,
reached a
two interests, after a good

moving
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satisfactory basis of settlement, the result of

which was

the organization of the Motion Picture Patents Company, to which both the Edison and Biograph interests
assigned all the patents owned and controlled by them
respectively.
The Patents Company was promoted and
organized by Mr. Dyer representing the Edison interests
and Messrs. Marvin and Kennedy representing the Biograph interests, and neither Mr. Melies nor the complainant nor Lodge, as its representative, had anything to do
with it (Dyer, pp 351-354). The evidence shows that
the terms of compromise were agreed upon at a meeting
of the manufacturing licensees held early in the month
of August, 1908, or over a month prior to the time when
the Edison patents were assigned to the George Melies
Company, and that, while Mr. Melies agreed to the licensing of two additional manufacturers, such consent was
in no wise necessary to the compromise, for it received
the unanimous approval of all the licensees (Dyer, pp.
Lodge's testimony to the effect that he con351, 352).
ferred with Mr. Dyer in reference to the promotion of
the Motion Picture Patents Company and that Mr. Dyer
verbally promised that the Patents Company would issue
a license to the complainant is emphatically denied by
Mr. Dyer.
Practically the only proof offeied hy complainants, in
addition to the trade circulars sent out by the Patents
Company, in support of the allegations in the bill that the
complainant ha.s been deprived of a market for its product or that the defendants have interfered with the complainant in the conduct of its business is that contained
in the testimony of Max Lewis and J. J. Lodge.
They
testified that they called together at the offices of the
.American Film Service and the Standard Film Exchange
in Chicago, offered to sell or dispose of a picture which
they claimed had been made by the George Melies Company and that Mr. Von Ronkel, of the American Film
Service, refused to purchase because the George Melies
Company had no license and that Mr. Hopp of the Standard Film Exchange refused to buy for the same reason
(Max Lewis, pp. J 24, 125; Lodge, p. 206 et seq.). This is
absolutely denied by both Mr. Von Ronkel and Mr. Hopp.
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Mr. Von Ronkel, of the American Film Service, states
that Lodge and Lewis called upon them; that he asked
to see the film, as they never bought anything without
seeing it, and did not want to " buy a pig in a poke," but
that Lewis refused to show them the picture (Von Ronkel, p. 311).
In this he is corroborated by his partner,
Mr. Auerbach, President of the American Film Service,
who was present during the whole interview (pp. 321,
Mr. Hopp, of the Standard Film Exchange, also
322).
flatly contradicts the testimony of Carter and Lodge on
this point (p. 317).

Complainants undertook

to

prove also by Carl

Laemmle

that they could not transact business without a license

from the Patents Company. They utterly failed to elicit
any such proof from the witness, who testified on crossexamination that he had formerly held a license from the
Patents Company which he gave up voluntarily and found
that he transacted just as large a business by dealing with
the independents as with the licensed manufacturers and
that he found no difficulty in getting all the pictures that
he wanted (pp. 112, 113).
In order to deal immediately with the merits of the
case, we pass, for the moment, appellant's First Point.

The Court

will

find

the questions there raised

answered in our Point IL

fully
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POINTS.
I.

The evidence shows that complainant,
hy its ag'ent, Lodg'e, in obtaining- the Edison license, September 18, 1908, made
fraudulent misrepresentations which exclude it from the equitable relief it seeks,
on the g^round that it does not come into
Court with clean hands.
Appellant's statement (Applt.'s Br.,

p. 67), that it is
impossible fairly to presume a fraudulent intent from
the facts has an odd look, in face of the opinion of the
learned judge below, that " The evidence shows that the
complainant not only has failed to perform certain prom-

ises

and undertakings on

its

part,

which largely

consti-

tuted the consideration for which it was to be licensed,
but at the very time of so promising and undertaking did
not intend to fulfil its engagements, but had an intention
at that time not to observe its promises and undertakings."

While the evidence sustaining this deliberate conclusion of the court below is summarized in appellee's statement of the fact (pp. 6, et seq. above), it may, neverthebe permitted, in reply to appellant's attempt to talk
the evidence, to emphasize once more the vital facts
proved.

less,

away

There can be no doubt that Lodge, acting for appellant corporation intentionally made Dyer understand
that the Melies Company stock would not be sold to anyone interested in an Exchange.

Lodge came perilously

close to admitting this at page

523, lines 27-30:

" A. Now I do not want to answer that question
that way, sir. I want to say this, that I promised
I ivould not and they wanted me not to sell any
more, and asked me if I would endeavor not to, and
if possible to eliminate those I did sell."
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The sworn testimony of Mr. Dyer, an attorney at law
and business man of the highest standing, is unmistakeBefore the license was transferred on
able on this point.
September 18, Dyer testifies (p. 338):
" I stated to Mr. Lodge that in view of the fact
that these circulars had been sent out, it woulii have
to be clearly understood as a condition to the transfer of the license to the George Melies Company
there should be an agreement on his part not to sell
stock in the George Melies Company to Exchanges.
"Mr. Lodge said that in view of our objection
to the sale of the stock of the George Melies Company to film exchanges, he would not sell any of
that stock to other Exchanges.''

And

Mr. Melies,

Lodge on behalf

of

who

attended that meeting with Mr.
the afipellant corporation, testified

(pp. 384, 385):
" Mr. Dyer said very plainly to Mr. Lodge that
he objected to such doings; that the manufactuiers
had always been together as manufacturers and he
thought it was not advisable to have any Exchanges
coming into those Companies which could know
what the manufacturers were doing. Mr. Dyer
said that until then the manufacturers had been a
happy family and did not want that happy family
* *
to be disturbed." *
" Q. Did Mr. Lodge say anything about any
further sales of stock in the George Melies Company?
A. The only thing that he said, if I remember
right, was that no more stock would be sold to aiiy
man belonging to Exchanges." * * *
(Page 415.) " Mr. Dyer then said if it was so, if
Mr. Lodge would do his very best for that and not
sell to the Exchanges, the thing would go through,"
* * *
etc.
(Page 416.) " Mr. Lodge said that he should not
sell or attempt to sell to any one else any more.
*
*
*
Means the Exchanges of course, the
people who were in the moving picture business."

This language meant ivhat it said. It is absurd to claim
that the above words conveyed to Mr. Lodge as appellant
would have it (Brief, p. 76), that " the thing really objected
to by Mr. Dyer and the only thing that Mr. Lodge under-
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stood

was

the general

scheme of selling stock so as

to in-

complainanV s business a long chain of licensed
exchanges. Number was the essence of the scheme."
terest in

Many

throughout the testimony make it
by Mr. Dyer and Mr. Lodge
not only meant what it said but that it was interpreted in
its broadest sense by the participants;— that they did not,
at the time, make the mental reservation that an i^idividual was not, strictly speaking, an exchange, or a chain
of exchanges, though he might own or control one in
whole or in part.
Thus it is clear that Mr. Lodge was called over to New
York because he had offered stock for sale to exchanges,
or those interested in them.
The telegram from the
licensees, on which Dyer acted, read, " We oppose Melies
side-lights

clear that the language used

Carter proposition offering stock to exchanges.'' Melies
at once telegraphed,
Edison objects your stock selling
scheme." The significance of this point could scarcely
have been brought home harder to Mr. Lodge's mind than
by these messages, followed by his enforced hurried trip
from Chicago. To leave no possibility of misunderstanding in his mind as to the importance of this condition that
no stock should go to anij one interested in any Exchange,
Mr. Dyer took pains to explain at length the theory underlying the requirement (pp. 336, 355).
It seems to have been perfectly understood by all the
other parties in any way concerned that no stock was to
be sold to Exchanges, or to anyone connected with them.
The condition had been foreshadowed to Lodge in his contracts with Melies of June 19 and August 3:

(Page 770.) "Said George Melies Company agrees
that at no time or under any circumstances shall
any person or persons, firm or corporation engaged
in the manufacture or sale of any negative or positive fihns for moving pictures, other than as proposed by the George Melies Company, be allowed
to hold stock equity or office in the said George
Melies Company as far as it lay in its power to prevent same."

(Page

779.)

"8.

It

is

further agreed by both

parties that at no time shall any person or persons,
firms or corporations engaged in the manufacture
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or sale of films for moving pictures be allowed or
permitted to hold stock in said corporation, in so far
as it lies in the power of the parties hereto to pre-

vent same."

According to Mr. Dyer, before Lodge was called over
from Chicago, Melies made plain his own understanding
of the matter (p. 336).
Again, in the subsequent abortive negotiations, January
5, between Lodge and Dyer for a license, in Dyer's estimation "The most important thing was that the stock
of the George Melies Company should be so placed that
there would be no chance of its being sold around to
exchanges, as they attempted to do " * * * (p. 364).
And to insure specifically against a repetition of the objectionable acts, the letter embodying their understanding
of January 5 provided that all the stock of the Melies
Company was to be put in trust, " so that the stock cannot
be sold or alienated," and that "The Melies Company will
also agree during the continuance of the license not to

change

its

personnel, the idea being, as

I

have

told

you

several times, to prevent outside interests from associating

themselves with the manufacturing business " (pp. 663, 664).
When Melies returned f rom abroad, January 3, 1909,
Lodge met him at quarantine. The position taken by the
defendants was clear enough in Lodge's mind then (if not
when he testified).
" He told me that
(Melies, pp. 421 and 423.)
the Motion Picture Patents Company and the other
licensees from that Motion Picture Patents Company objected to Mr. Max Lewis being a shareholder or a stockholder in that Company." * * *
" Mr. Lodge told me that the objections were
against Max Lewis because Max Lewis was not the
man that the manufacturers should like to have
with them, mid that Mr. Dyer having objected to
the sale of the shares to exchanges and Mr. Max
Lewis was one of them.'^
Selig throws another side-light on what Lodge must
have understood when at the meeting of December 18 he
reminded Mr. Lodge of what Mr. Lodge had told him in
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September after the Selig-Spoor

his office, in

was sent

(p.

telegram

278):

"Mr. Lodge

called at

my

office

and stated that

he had been to New York and had seen Mr. Dyer
regarding to the matter of selling stock to the Exchanges, and that after discussing it with Mr. Dyer
they would no longer sell any stock to the Exchanges, and that they had, I believe, only seven
or nine shares, I believe, that had been sold, but
these were called in and it was all off, and he further stated that under no consideration would any
film exchange or any one interested in the film exchange have another share of stock of this Company; that he and Mr. Carter would personally put

up the money

" (p. 294).

This indicates a pretty definite understanding on the
part of Mr. Lodge, nor was there any other understanding
on the part of Mr. Dyer at that time, as shown by
what he said to Lodge at the meeting, December 18.

"Mr. Dyer told Mr. Lodge
(Spoor, p. 284),
that he felt he had been imposed upon by Mr.
Lodge in handling the matter the way he did or
had; that he understood that it was agreed that no
stock should be owned by a film exchange or any
one connected with a film exchange, and as it was
evident that Mr. Lodge had admitted it that
Mr. Max Lewis owned stock he thought Mr. Lodge
had imposed upon him."
Probably the most effective confirmation of defendant's
case as to these misrepresentations

kept the unpleasant

Lodge himself

own

counsel

tells,

in

lies in

the

way Lodge

from Lewis'

knowledge, as
response to questions put by his

facts

(p. 483):

" Q. As to these conversations had with Mr. Dyer,
at or about the time of the assignment of the
license, September 18, 1908, concerning not
any more stock to Exchanges, did you ever
Mr. Lewis anything concerning these conversa-

Edison
selling
tell

tions?

" A. No, not until very long afterward,
" Q. When with relation to the time he invested
his

money?
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A.
" Q.

Long

When

after that.
with relation to the time of the be-

ginning of this suit?
" A, Home short time after the suit commenced,
probably; I would not swear to the exact date."
Similarly the evidence as to the statements and promises

made by Lodge and

Melies to Dyer at their

first meeting
our statement of facts
above), establishes additional misrepresentations by Lodge,
and makes it clear beyond possibility of denial that Lodge
did promise Dyer that the money to finance the corpora-

early in

August (summarized

in

was to come solely from Lodge and Carter, that there
would be no outside interest in the business and that none
of the stock of the proposed corporation would he sold to
tion

exchanges or to persons interested in exchanges.

And yet what was the fact? That, as Lodge was led
admit on cross-examination (pp. 524, 503, 505), at the
very time of making these promises in response to Dyer''s
insistent demands, Lodge was negotiating for the sale to
Max Lewis (who testified he was the president of the
Chicago Film Exchange and in the business of renting
and selling moving pictures, machines and films, p. 118)
of between a third and a half interest, leading to the
practical control of the Melies Company by one of the
very interests which Dyer had tried and Lodge had promThe materiality of this breach of faith
ised to keep out.
is suggested by Lewis' testimony as to the chain of branch
exchanges he was interested in maintaining, to wit (p. 137):
to

" Salt Lake City, Utah; San Francisco,
fornia; Denver, Colorado; Omaha, Nebraska;

Cali-

NashTennessee; Atlanta, Georgia; Washington,
ville,
D. C.; and Chicago. We had one in Louisville,
Kentucky, also, but that has been discontinued."

The key

whole situation is, after all, very simple.
appellants attenipt to show, a deep laid plot
by Spoor and Selig to throttle an incipient rival. It is
merely what Lodge told Melies, on the l7th or 18th of
to the

It is not, as

November, 1908

(p. 421):

" Just when he was leaving the room, just when
he was going out I told him I asked Mr. Lodge

—

"
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did he get that money, and Mr. Lodge told
for a minute or two — and he said,
I don't see any objection to that.
I got it from
Max Lewis.' 'Well,' I told him, 'Mr. Lodge, you
are going to have no end of trouble, because this
was not what you promised to Mr. Dyer. You said
that you would not have any exchanges or people
being acquainted in the moving picture business to

where

me— he thought
'

put some money in our company. Now you have
taken Max Lewis. He vvas the last man to take.'
Well,' he said, it was all right; I ivas just coming
to the end of my deal.
We had to get money ivhere
we could, and when we come to the bridge well, I
'

'

—

will

As

jump

it.'

for appellant's

argument

(Br.,

p.

79), that

these

promises were probably not made, because they were not
put into the written contract of September 18, it is hardly
becoming for appellant to urge that Mr. Dyer was not
justified in relying on the reiterated promises of its representative and in crediting him with good faith.
Besides
of
the
Edison
Company's
failure
officers
and
the
agents
to embody Lodge's promise not to sell stocks in the collateral agreement of Septeml)er 1», 1908, or to commit
Lodge in writing, cannot be taken advantage of by the
complainant, as unnecessary credulity of the party imposed upon is no defense to the right to plead fraud.
feel it is unnecessary to argue at length that following the establishment of th(se misrepresentations on
the part of complainant's agent the court will refuse it
equitable relief by virtue of the equitable maxim that He
who comes into Equity must come with clean hands. See
16 Cyc, 144, where the text reads:

We

" The most direct application of the maxim is
the uniform refusal of equity to assist one seeking
its aid to enforce or to carry to fruition a contract
or transaction in which he has been guilty of conduct wrongful towards his adversary so as to obtain
the benefit of a fraud perpetrated upon him " (citing
cases).

See also:

Broiun

vs. Pitcairn, 148 Pa., 387, at 390, 392.

Alarble Co. vs. Ripley, 10 Wall.,

3:59,

357.
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Federal Oil Co.

vs.

Western Oil Co., 121

Fed., 6Tt.

Cowan

vs.

Burling

vs.

McPherson

Curran, 216 111., 598, 622.
King, 2 T. & C, 545.
vs.

Schale, 149 N. Y., 16, 21.

iZe/Zer vs. Co/jew. 164 N. Y., 299, 306.

Though the representations were in the form of
PROMISES they were NONE THE LESS FRAUDULENT MISREPRESENTATIONS WHEN COUPLED WITH THE SECRET INTENT
NOT TO FULFIL THEM.
See Rogers

Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co., 149
Court below; see also
1,
Third
Point below.
authorities cited in support of our
Fed.,

vs.

cited in the opinion of the

There was never any waiver

by appellees of

appellant's fraud.

We do

not feel

it

necessary to

comment

at length on

appellant's Third Point. The testimony upon which

aphopelessly discredited, not
only by the testimony of Melies and Dyer, but also by the
sequence of events.
pellant

hangs

this

argument

is

It will be noticed that the interview at which complainant avers the story of Lewis' connection with the
Melies Company was poured into Dyer's ears, took place
about November 1, 1908, six weeks before the eventful
meeting of manufacturers on December 18. Mr. Dyer's
denial that Max Lewis' name was brought into the discus-

November 1 was emphatic (pp. 544, 545). His
memory was by no means weak or hesitating on this
On the contrary, it was distinct that the interview
point.
took a very few moments and was of slight importance

sion on

Mr, Melies' testimony was likewise explicit and
emphatic to the same effect. Max Lewis' name was not
mentioned during that interview (pp. 553, 554).
The whole course of subsequent actions, the conversations at the meeting of December 18, which were testified
to in detail, the terms of the subsequent negotiations of
(p. 544).
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January 5, 1909, all of which testimony has been set forth
and commented upon above, contradict appellant's version of these interviews.
It is incredible that Mr. Dyer
would have taken their announcement in the matter of
course fashion testified to by Lodge and Fordham, in
view of the persistent efforts he had been making to
prevent stock being sold to
exchanges or parties
interested in exchanges, in view of the stringent action he had taken on learning of Lodge's circulars in
early September, in view of his language to Lodge at
the meeting of December IS, and the consistent action
he took after that meeting, and in view of the terms incorporated in the tentative agreement evidenced by the
letter of January 6, 1909.
We have in this point adopted appellant's own theory
Court below, i. e.,
that the misrepresentations were solely the verbal promAs we read
ises and statements made by Lodge to Dyer.
the opinion, however, it seems clear that the fraud was
found in both the verbal representations and in the written agreement of September 18, for the word " undertakings'' used in the opinion points to the undertakings and
We have dealt with the
conditions in that document.
breach of these written undertakings in our Point V
below, but desire also to refer this learned Court to the
Melies, where
intervenors-appellees
Judge
brief for
Blatchford's language is taken to refer solely to the written undertakings, and the effect of their breach is ably
of the ratio decidendi of the learned

presented at greater length.
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II.

It

was

below

entirely proper for the Court
to base its dismissal of complain-

ant's bill on the g^round that complainant's hands were not clean.
technicality with technicahty, appellant's
supported by no assignment of error (Record,
pp. 797-8), and should therefore be disregarded.
Circuit Court of Appeals Rules, 11, 24.
Deering Harvester Co. vs. Kelley, 103 Fed-

To meet

first

point

is

eral, '261.

Smith vs. Hopkins, 120 Federal, 921.
Louisiana A. & M. B. Co. v. Board of Levee

CommYs,

&c., 87 Fed., 594, at 606.

Apart from technicality the point is insupportable by
any reasoning.
Appellant asks a reversal on the ground that the Court
below adopted a defense not pleaded in the answer. The
defense alleged in the answer was fraudulent misrepresentation, and this was set out in detail and with certainty
(Ans. par. fourteenth, pp, 41-43). The defense "adopted
by the Court below " was in effect that since the evidence
established that complainant made certain important
promises as consideration for receiving a valuable license,
intending ivhile so promising not to fulfill those promises,

was not thereafter entitled in equity to demand specific
performance, since through these fraudulent misrepresentations its hands were soiled.
It seems mere quibbling for complainant to argue that
though a defense of fraudulent misrepresentation on its
part is set up and proved a court of equity cannot then
dismiss complainant as coming into court with unclean
hands. Complainant apparently does not appreciate the

it

breadth and all-pervasiveness of the equitable maxims.
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Pomeroy says

of

them (Pomeroy's Equity Jurispru-

dence, Sec. 121):

" It must be said of these grand principles that
they are a component part of equity jurisprudence
and not merely external facts or events like fraud
and mistake."
Sec. 398:

" While a court of equity endeavors to promote
and enforce justice, good faith, uprightness, ffiirness
and conscientiousness on the part of the parties
w\\o occupy a defensive position in judicial controversies, it
no less stringently demands the
same from the litigant parties who come before it
as plaintiffs, or actors in such controversies.
This
fundamental principle is expiessed in the maxim
'He who comes into a court of equity must come
with clean hands'; and although not the source of
any distinctive doctrine it furnishes a most important
and even universal rule affecting the entire administration of equity jurisprudence as a system of
remedies and remedial rights."

And speaking

of

this particular

ma.xim the learned

author says at Sec. 397:
" It is, rather, a universal rule, guiding and
regulating the action of equity courts in their interposition on behalf of suitois for any and evety purpose and in their administration of any and every
species of n-lief."

And

again at Sec. 400:

"

It is sometimes said that the remedy of speperfortn.ince i-ests with the (liscretion of the
court; but rightly viewed this discretion consists
He who
mainly in applying to the plaintiff
comes into a court of equity must come with clean
*"
hands.' * *
cific

'

It is clear,

court of equity

bring

it

we
is

into play.

maxim is one which a
upon wherever the facts
The defense of fraud set up in para-

think, that this
vigilant to act
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answer appealed to this underlying principle. The facts proved required its application.
The quotations employed by appellant to support its
point (Appellant's Brief, pp. C)B, 6-i) are misleading. The
grapli fourteenth of the

excerpt from Danielle, f ir example, is better undeistood
when read in connection with the following qualification
by the same author (Daniells' Ch. Pr., 6th Am. Ed., pp.

m2,

*713):

" Defendant is not bound to state upon his answer the conclusions in law which he intends to deduce from the facts he has set out; that, as has
been before stated, would be contrary to the prinIndeed the most correct
ciples of good pleading.
method of pleading is merely to state the facts intended to be proved and to leave the inference of
law to be drawn from them upon the argument of
the case;

*

*

*

"

And compare

with Streets' Fed. Eq. Pr., Sec. 714
(quoted in Appellant's Brief), Sec. 748 of the same work.
See also Onus vs. Beadel, 2 DeG. P. & J., 333, at o37.
It was certainly not necessary for defendant in its answer to plead the points of law applicable to the facts it
The forfeiture was of course pleaded (p. 35) as
set forth.
were the facts of fraud and the fact of rescission (pp. 41and in this regard it will be noted that appellant in
43),
his brief, page 64, is not quoting from appellee's defense

—

of fraud.
It is

no more necessary for defendant

was

to plead that the

complainant because of his soiled hands, than it was for complainant to
The maxim
assert in its bill that its bauds were clean.
does not lie in the mouth of either pleader. It is a |)rinciple to be applied when seen to be appropriate by the
Court itself. It is the Court whose dignity is affronted,
whose purity is offended by its unworthy litigant.
Complainant could not have been misled as to the
The promises are
legal import of its misrepresentations.
Defendants allege that they
set out in detail (p. 42).
relied on these repiesentations being true, whereas they
were in fact untrue. The " truth" of a promise can only
be the boua fides of the party making it.
legal

effect

of these facts

to bar
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At the

outside, therefore, appellant's first point could

more than an immaterial variance.
Sackett V. Hillhouse, 5 Day (Conn.), 55 L,

establish nothing

at

555.

Boots

Boring Junction, &c.,

V.

Co., 92

Pac,

811, at 818.

Zane

v. Zane, 6

Etdridge

Keaton

v.

Munf.

(Va.), 406, at 416.

Turner, 11 Ala., 1049, at 1056.

Miller, 38 Miss., 630.

v.

Appellant has assigned no such error, ami it carefully
to anything of the sort at the
appropriate moment, i. e., when the evidence was being
failed to call attention

taken.

The authorities establish that the Court will
APPLY this maxim OF "CLEAN HANDS" ON ITS OWN INITIATIVE.
Bisphaiii's Principles of Equity, Section 42;
Memphis Keeley Institute vs. Leslie E. Keeley
Co., 155 Federal, 964;
Teleoli vs. Nardolillo, 23 R.

Pacific Live Stock

Co

vs.

I..

h7;

Gentry, 38 Ore-

gon, 275;

Dunham

Preshy, 120 Mass., 285;
Lavalle, 92 111., 263, 265, 270;
Jenkins vs. Greenbaum, 95 III., 11.
And see Primau vs. Granfield, 193 Federal,
911 {2nd Cel., 1911),

Tanny

where Judge Noyes

vs.

vs.

said:

" When fraud or illegality is disclosed in a case,
public policy requiies a court to lefuse its aid, irrespective of the state of the pleadings and regardless
of the fact that with fraud and illegality absent the
plaintiff might appear entitled to relief."

While many

of the cases cited above deal with illegal

no intimation that the Court would not
take the same action where the contract was alfected with
fraud, but was not illegal; indeed, in the cases cited the
contracts, there

is
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pleadings did not even set up any facts from which the
pubhc fraud or illegality might be spelled out.
The principle we aie citing was directly applied in
the case of Sullivan vs. Portland, &c.. Railroad Co.,
93 U. S., 806, where the Court of its own motion barred
a complainant in recognition of the maxim " Vigilantibus

non dormientihus cequitas subvenit,^' saying, at page
per Swayne, J.:

811,

"To let in the defense that the claim is stale, and
that the bill cannot tlierefore be supported, it is not
necessary that a foundation should be laid by any
averment in the answer of the defendants. If the
case as it appears at the bearing is liable to the objection by reason of the laches of the complainants, the Court will upon that ground be passive
and refuse relief."
If this be so in case of laches surely under the more
fundamental principle of equity that " He who comes into
a court of equity must come with clean hands," and upon
the facts in the case at bar, whether or not the answer
recites the maxim, the Court will be passive and refuse
relief.

III.

The representations made by Mr. Lodg-e
on behalf of the Melies Company to Mr.
Dyer on and prior to September 18th,
1908, coupled with the subsequent sale to
Mr. Lewis of the stock of said company,
and the execution of the voting trust
ag-reements, constituted such fraud, as
entitled the defendants to rescind the
transfer of the licenses, ail essentials of
fraud and deceit being present.
The essentials of an action for fraud and deceit, or of
a defense founded thereon, are the representation, the
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same was false to the knowledge
that it was made with the intention

falsity thereof, that the

of the representor,

of being relied thereon, the belief of tlie one to whom it
was made as to the truth thereof, the reliance of the
latter in the

same, and the consequent damage.
See Taylor vs. Commercial Bank, 174 N. Y.,
J8I, 185.

That all of these essentials existed appear from an examination of the record, and the evidence bearing upon
the same has been set forth above in our Statement of
Suffice it to say that when Mr.
Facts and Point I.
Lodge represented to Mr. Dyer on September 18th, 1908,
that no person interested in any Exchange would be allowed to become interested in the Melies Company, or own
any stock therein, this lepresentation, though referring
to the futui'e, atid in the nature of a promivSe, was, in view
of his admitted secret intention to the conti-ary, as evidenced by his subsequent conduct and admissions on
cross-examination, a representation of a fact.
The cases bearing upon this point are cited hereafter.
It is palpable that the repiesentation by Mr. Lodge was
false, for almost immediately thereafter 350 shares were
sold to Mr. Lewis, who, as Mr. Lodge well knew, was and
had been for years engaged in the business of conducting
an Exchange. That Mr. Lodge knew his representation

apparent from his own knowledge of his secret
intention to do other than as he represented and promised
This mental reservation was necessarily
he would do.
uppermost in his mind and his subsequent conduct very
shortly thereafter coupled with the fact that prior thereto
7 shares had been sold to one interested in the Exchange

was

is

false is

absolute pioof thereof.

Moreover, as above pointed out, Lodge admitted
THAT AT THE VKRY TIME OF THE INTERVIEW WITH Mr. DyER
he was endeavoring to sell a large block of stock to
Lewis, and the sale was consummated shortly after
HIS return TO Chicago.
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That

lio

made

the represention and promise v\ith the

intention of bein^ relied on cannot be gainsaid, in view
the fact that Mr. Dyer expressly stated that the

of

Company, if
any Exchange or one interested therein should be interested in said Company, or the owner of stock therein.
Theretofore, that is, prior to September 18ih, 1908, it
will be remembered that the question of the issuance of
the new license to the Melies Conipany had been taken
up by Mr. Dyer with Messrs. Melies and Lodge. Subsequent thereto, and about September 10th, Mr. Dyer, was
notified by Messrs. Spoor and Selig that the Melies Company through Mr. Lodge was sending out circulars to
Exchanges and others requesting subscriptions to stock.
This Mr. Dyer called to Mr. Melies' attention, and as a
result Mr. Melies and Mr. Lodge went to see Mr. Dyer.
Having this knowledge in mind Mr Dyer showed the
circular to Mr. Lodge and told him that the licensees
were opposed to the issuance of any license to an Exchange, or to allowing any Exchange or owner thereof
to have an interest therein, and he then stated to Mr.
Lodge that such license would not be issued unless it was
distinctly understood that no Exchange should be interested in tlie Melies Company, or the owner of stock therein, to which, as above stated, Mr. Lodge acquiesced and
made the above representation and promise. Necessarily
therefore his representation and promise was made with

license could not be assigned to the Melies

the expectation of reliance being plared therein.
That Mr. Dyer, acting for the Edison Company, believed
the same, and in reliance thereon consented to the transfer
of the licenses to the Melies Company, appears from uncontradicted testimony. The consent to the transfer was
given upon the representations made, and it was not until
December 18th of the same year that Mr. Dyer was advised at the meeting of the licensees, by Messrs. Spoor and
Selig, that Mr. Lodge had played false, that is, had sold
Mr. Dyei's belief, and
350 shares of stock to Mr. Lewis.
his acting upon the strength (>f the re[)resentations, is conclusive proof of this point.
It is presumed that a person is misled by a false misrepresentation.
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W.

In Cook vs. Cook, 56
(quoting from syllabus):

"A

Va.,

5, it

was held

as follows

false representation of quantity of land not

upon by the purchaser and not operating
induce him to purcha'^e will give him no relief

relied

to

for deficiency, but

when such

proven presumably
otherwise appears/'
is

it

false representation
does so operate unless it

in Wilson vs. Carpenter, 91 Va., 183, the Court,
speaking of a misrepresentation made, said of the
wrongdoer:

Thus

in

"

When

the seller has made a false representawhich, from its nature, might misltiad the
buyer to enter into the contract on the faith of it,
it will be inferred that the buyer was induced
thereto to contiact, and it does not rest with him
to show that he in fact relied upon the representation,

tion."

That the representations so made were material will
of ihe evidence, which
shows that the fact that the manufacturing licensees
as well as the Edison Company, which was also a manufacturer, would have been seriously damaged if a new
license had been issued to the Melies Company after Mr.
Lewis had become inteiested therein.
appear from an examination

be recalled that the three classes of persons
in question were, first, manuor those to whom films
Exchanges,
facturers; second.
the
manufacturers;
and third, the
by
were sold or leased
exhibitois to the public, to whom the films were sublet
by tlie Exchanges. Experience had taught the manufacIt will

interested in the business

turing licensees that undue advantage resulted if there
was any unity of interest between a manufactuiing licensee and an Exchange, for such licensee would necessarily
be favored in orders made by the Exchanges interested

The
Ihe business of such manufacturing licensee.
necessary result from such a relationship would be an
undue advantage in competition between the various
manufactuiing licensees. It had been the policy of the
in

licensees for

some time

prior to

September

18th,

and at

all times since then, to preclude any unity of interest of
a licensee with an Exchange, and in the few cases prior
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September 18th where such unity had existed the
arrangements were discontinued as rapidly as possible.
The action of Mr. Dyer on September 18th was no exception to the policy that one interested in an Exchange
should not be a licensee. The importance tbeiefoie of
the demand made by Mr. Dyer that no stock of the Melies
Company should be sold to an Exchange, or any one into

terested therein, as well as the materiality of the false
representation niade by Mr. Lodge, is apparent.
It is perfectly obvious from the evidence that but for

the express promise of Lodge the consent of the Edison
Company to the transfer of the licenses would never have
been given, and that the case comes well within the rules
laid down in the authorities as to the determination of the
We will cite only a few
materiality of representations.
of them.

In Amer.

&

Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol.

14,

p. 60, is

the

following:

" It may be said generally that representations
as to a fact directly affecting the subject matter of

a contract and without which the contract would
not have been made, are material.''
In 20 Cyc,

p.

23 (foot- note),

it

was

said,

citing

many

cases:

" While there is no definite standarfl by which
to det(M'mine whether a fraudulent misiepresentation is material a working rule has been laid down
as follows: If the misrepiesentation be such tiiat

had it not been made the transaction would not
have l)een entered into or completed, then it is
material; but if it be shown or made piobable that
the same thing would have been done in the same
way if the misrepresentation had not been made
it cannot be deemed material."

The

rule

is

well laid

down

in

Putnam

vs.

Brownwell,

73 Texas, 465, as follows:
"

A

material representation is one that relates
and quality of the property

to the condition, kind,

is described, and which is beon by the persons to whom it is
made, and which moves and induces them to act in
a manner that they would not have acted had such

at the time that
lieved and relied

it

:
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representation not been made. A representation,
to be material, must be in respect to an ascertainable fact, as distinguisbed from a mere matter of
opinion, judgment, probability, or expectation.
If
it is vague and indefinite, in its natui'e and terms,
or is merely a loose, conjectural, or exaggerated
statement, it is not a material representatiori."
In Curtis vs. Hoivell, 39 N. Y., 211, 214,

it

was

said:

" It is a settled principle, tbat a party, induced
enter into a contract by tbe fraudulent representation of the other upon any matter material
to the benefits and advantages expected to be deived from tbe contract, has, upon discovery of tbe
fraud, the ight, if exercised promptly, of rescinding the contract, and thus of putting an end to his
liability thereon."
to

1

l

See to same effect:

Fonda

Lape,

vs.

8

Supp. (N.

Y.), 792.

may

bi; vvkll to point out in
this connection
pa
tent
licknse
under
a
is
of
a
personal nature
th at a
and is not assign.able without the consent of the
licensor.

It

partake of a perthe licensee is
t
es of the law on account
chosen by the licensor in the
of his personal fitness, and such being the case, no right
to assign exists without the consent of the licensor.
In Amer. & Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol. 22, p. 435, it is
It is

elementai'y tbat

sonal nature.

No

all

licenses

estate passes thereby,

said

" A license under a patent is ordinarily a mere
personal privilege, and is not assignable without
the consent of the licensor in the absence of words
showing that it was intended to be assignable."

See also

Amer.

&

Eclipse,

Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol. 18, p. 1140.
vs. Woodmanse, 24 Fed., G50,

etc.,

6.53;

Curren

vs.

Craig, 22 Fed., 101, and

Locke vs. Lane, 35 Fed.,
rule was recognized, and

2'4'J,

facts

in

which case the above

being

that

the

license
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was given

to a partnership, the latter

subsequently being

incorporated, the former partners becoming

its sole

share-

holders.

The fact that Lodge's promise to the Edison Company NOT TO SELL STOCK TO THE EXCHANGES, IN RELIANCE
UPON WHICH THE EdISON COMPANY'S CONSENT TO THE
TRANSFER WAS OBTAINED, RELATED TO THE FUTURE, DOES
NOT OPERATE TO DEPRIVE THIS TRANSACTION OF THE CHARACTER OF FRAUD, BECAUSE THE EVIDENCE SHOWS A SECRET
INTENTION TO VIOLATE HIS PROMISE.
In addition to the case of Rogers vs. Virginia- Carolina
Chemical Co., 149 Fed., 1, cited by the learned Court below,
and to the reasoning in the opinion below, we may be
permitted to add the following argument and to cite
the following authoiities:

Although the rule is quite general that promises as
done or not to be done are not ordinarily
sufficient to constitute an act of legal fraud, yet an exception as general as the rule itself exists, which is that
where a i-epresentation is made with the secret intention
on the part of the representor that the same is not to be
performed, such act is equivalent to a misrepresentation
of an existing fact, for it is equivalent to a misrepreto things to be

In other
sentation as to the representor's intention.
representation
that
a
by
a person
hold
cases
the
words,
certain
property
in
a
way
if
it
is transuse
that he will
with
him,
the
secret
by,
intention
acquired
feriedto, or
be used in another way,
it,
it will
representation
as to an existing fact.
is tantamount to a
In Hart vs. Moulton, 104 Wis., 349, the Wisconsin
Supreme Court draws the distinct:on between the two
that

if

he acqniies

kinds of actionable deceit, viz., the one based on false
representations, and the other on a fiaudulent, secret intention, as follows:

"

From

the foregoing, the following principles
be stated as established: If a person misrepresent to another material facts, knowing, or
under such circumstances that he ought to know,
the truth, for the purpose of inducing such other

may
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to sell property to

him, and such

other,

without

negligence, relying upon such representations,
make the sale, he can, upon discovering the truth,
rescind the transaction and recover back his property, saving the rights of bona fide purchasers or
incumbrancers thereof in the meantime. To obtain property by false lepresentations in the manner indicated, constitutes a substantive, actionable
wrong, witiiout regard to whether the vendee does
or does not intend to pay for the subject of the
purchase.
If
a person purchases property of
another witli intent not to pay for the same, the
vendee may rescind the sale and recover back the
subject thereof, as in the case of the circumstances
first stated.
False representations to obtain property are not a necessaiy element to make a complete cause of action under the circumstances
covered by the second proposition, nor is intent
not to pay essential to a complete cause of action
under the circumstances covered by the second
The former is complete by the conproposition.
currence of false re|)resentations of material facts,
regarding which the falsifier knows or ought to
know the truth, for the purpose of inducing a
sale of property to him, and the consummated contract of sale, the seller relying upon such false
representations. In such ciicumstances the law
will not permit the wrongdoer to profit by his
fraud if tlie wronged party othei wise elect, saving
the rights of innocent third persons. The latter is
complete by the purchase of pro|)erty, the transaction being characterized by a seciet, definitely
formed intent on the part of the purchasernever to
pay for the subject of the purchase."

In Brison

vs.

Brison, 17 Pac, 689,

We think

it

was

said:

was

actual fraud.
As above
shows that a parol promise,
U{)on which the jjlaintiff relied, was false, and 'in
bad faith' and 'made with intent to deceive,'
the construction which we think must be given to
this averment is, that he promise was made without
any intentiovi of pei forming it. This is a wellthere

stated, the complaint

t

See Bigelow on Fraud,
484: Sandfoss vs. Jones, 35 Cal., 481,
Ed. 1H88.
482 * * * It is to be observed of this ground
that the essence of the fraud is the existence of an
recognized species of fraud.

u
intent, at the time of the promise, not to perfoi"m
But for such event there would be no actual
* * *
fraud
But if an evil intent existed,

it.

there was actual fraud, and so far as this ground
is concerned it is immaterial whether theie wao a
confidential relation or not.
Christy vs. Sill, 95
Pa. St., 387."

See also

American Hosiery

Co. vs. Baker, 18 Ohio C.

C. R., 604.

Swift
R.

vs.

I.,

Wilson

Bounds, 61 Am.

St.

Rep.,

7S)l

(19

527).
vs. Nichols, 72

Conn., 173.

In Garry vs. Garry, 187 Mass., 6.^ it was held that a
representation that, upon a certain sale of property, "one
thi' purchase money was to go" in a certain way,
was not demurrable, thonu;!! it was objected that the representation was not that
an existing fact.
This case is a complete answer to the reasoning in appellant's brief, pp. 91, 92, by which it is sought to dis-

half of

tinguish

Rogers

Virginia Carolina Chemical Co.

vs.

{supra).

Again, it has repeatedly held an actionable deceit for
one to purchase goods with the seciet intention never to
pay for them.
Whitten vs. Filzwater, 129 N. Y., 626.
Schloss

vs. Feltiis,

96 Mich., 619; 36 L. R. A.,

161.

Rowley
Burr ill

The

Bigelow, 12 Pick., 307.
73 Me., 395.

cases are legion that the purchase of property with

secret intent not to
in 20

vs.

vs. Stevens,

Cyc, page

pay

66, is

tlieiefor constitutes fiaud; thus,

the following:

''Where a sale of property is induced by false
representations of the purchaser, accompanied by a
preconceived design not to pay, and by the accomplishment of the frauil the seller is deprived of the
property and its |)iice, the purchaser is liable in an
action for deceit."
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The above exception to the general rule is not confined
to cases where the misrepresentation consists in the seciet
intention not to pay, but is applifd to any and every case
where there is a periet iiittntion to do olheiwis-e than
agi'eed to be done.

Thus, in Goodivm

Home,

vs.

60 N. H.,

48(5, it

was

said:

"Ordinarily false promises are not fraudulent,
nor evidence of fraud, and only false lepresentation
of past or existing facts aie actionable, or can be
made the ground of defense. But when a promise
is made with no intention of peiformance for the
very purpose of accomplishing a fraud it is a most
apt and effectual means to that end, and the victim
has a remedy by action or defense."
See also the following cases:
Chicago, T.
ly S.

W.,

Touchstone

& M.

C. Ry. Co. vs. Titterington,

472.
vs.

Staggs,

S.

W.,

18<J

(Court

of Civil Appeals, Texas).
etc., 11 So., 095, 701.

Nelson

vs.

Shelby,

Alhitz

vs.

Minneapolis

W.,

&

P. Ry. Co., 42 N.

394.

National Bank

vs.

Mackey (Couit

of Appeals,

Kan.), 49 Pac, 324.

Newell vs. Neiuelt, 14 Kan., 202.
Wilson vs. Egglestori, 27 Mich.,
Carrigan vs. Hull, 5 Vt., 22.

As we have elsewhere pointed

257.

out, the evidence

shows

that although Lodge stated to Dyer on September 18,
1908, that he had sold only ^700 of stock to the exchanges he had in fact at that time arranged to sell 350
shares to Max Lewis, and his representations wer-e false
But, for the sake of aras to an existing state of affairs.
and promise as rerepresentation
his
treating
gument,
lating solely to the future, we submit that the authorities
cited above abundantly establish the defendant's tight to
treat the representation as fr-audulerit, because
no intention of adhering to his promise.

made with
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IV.

One of the defenses pleaded in the
answei* being* the false representations
of liOd^e as an inducement to g-et the
Edison C j mpany to consent to the transfer
of the licenses, parol evidence of these
representations is admissible.
It would seem elementary that when the defense is that
a party was induced to entei- into a written agreement by
means of fraudulent misrepresentation, parol evidence of
the alleged untruthful statements are always admissible.
Were the rule otherwise, fraud in the vast majority of
cases could never be pioven.
A person contemplating a
usually
provide
his victim with written
fraud does not
evidence of the fraud, or embody it in the written

contract.
is always admissible to show fraud
the
execution
of a written agreement.
obtaining

Parol evidence
IN

Neiu York Exchange

vs.

De

Wolf, 31 N. Y.,

273, 283;

Southard

vs.

Pinckney,

5

New

Abb.

Cases,

184, 196;

Southard

vs. Benner, 72 N. Y., 424, 451;
Willink vs. Vanderveer, 1 Barb., 599, 608;
Voisin vs. Commercial, etc., Co., 62 Hun, 4,

10;

Korneman

vs.

Brewing

Co.,

4

Misc., 209,

301;

Chasers Stephen^s Dig. of the
dence (2nd Ed.), 220.

The

rule

is

summed up

in

Law

Jones on Evidence,

of Evi-

sec. 434,

as follows:

" Parol evidence may be received to prove that
a conveyance or other contract has been obtained
by fraud."
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&

In Amer.
following:

Eng. Enc. of Law,

vol. 14,

page

199, is the

"The fact that the contract has been reduced to
writing or that there are written warranties is no
ground for excluding parol evidence that one of the
parties was induced to enter into the same by falsa
and fiaudulent misrepresentations of the other,
though the writing is silent on the subject to which
elate, for it is a well settled
the representation
exception to the general rule excluding parol evidence to vary or add to a written contract, that
such evidence n)ay be received for the purpose of
showing fraud."
i

&

In Amer.

Eng. Enc. of Law,

vol. 21,

page 1099,

is

the following:

" A written instrument valid on its face may
also be assailed on the ground of fraud or imposition practiced on one of the contracting paities, and
in such case the court will hear evidence of the
whole transaction."

That the

is the same when a contract is under
a suit pending ir) equity, see
14 Amer. & Eng. Enc. of Law, p. 199;

rule

seal, especially in

Hartshorn
Escherick
Moriell vs.

vs.

Day,

19

How., U.

S., 211, 222;

Traver, 65 111., 379, 381;
Colden, 13 Johns., 395.

vs.

The same rule applies even though there be a statement in the written contract that theie had been no oral
representations.

In 14 Amer. & Eng. Enc. of Law, page 200, is the following:
" Parol evidence of false or fraudulent representations inducing one to enter into a written contract is admissible notwithstanding the contract
contains an express recital that there had been no
representations or that all oral representations
shall be inoperative."

Id Universal,
the following:

etc., vs.

Skinnev, 64 Hun, 293, 295, 297,

is

" Whether upon the trial proof will sustain the
avertnents is one question, but the demurreradmits
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that the defendant was induced to enter into the
(•ontracts by false and fiaudiilent representations.
The fact of the epresentations being made by an
agent and not by tl)e principal does not alter the
i

question, as there is no proof that the agent was
not authotized to make the lepresentation, and
besides if the party is induced to enter into a contr-Act by false representations upon the part of an
agent, the princijjal cannot claim the co)itract freed
from the iepresentations.'^

See also upon this point, Wilcox vs. Hoivell, 44 N. Y.,
398, 402; Bridger vs. Goldsmith, 143 N. Y., 424. 42s.

V.
Tlie license ag'reements have automatically ceased and determined by reason
of the breaclies of the conditions subsequent contained in the collateral and
conciarrent agreement dated September
18, 1908.
There have been two distinct breaches of the conditions
subsequent of the collateral agreement of September 18,
1908, as a result of either of which breach the licenses
automatically ceased and determined.
"Control" of the George Melies Company
First.
"passed" in November, 1908, by virtue of the execution
of the so-called trust agreement from Carter and Lodge
to Howe and Dunn, the voting trustees under tliat agreement (Defendant's Exhibit 7, p. 166).
Second. Gaston Melies has, without any collusion
with the defendants, resigned as President and director
of tlie company, and has not been succeeded in such
office by his son, Paul Melies, or by George Melies.

Dealing for the present only with the first of these
it appears from the collateral agreement of Sep-

breaches,
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tember 18th, 1908, made by the Edison Company with
complainant, that there was a distinct setting forth of a
condition subsequent upon the happerjing of which complainant's rights in the license agreement were ipso facto
forfeited and terminated.
That complainant has created a breach of this condition subsequent, as a result of which the Edison Com-

pany became entitled
is apparent from the

to rescind

tiie

license

agreement

fact that out of the 750 shares of

the complainant's stock 350 became the property of Max
Lewis, for many years interested in one of the Exchanges
in Chicago, all of which stock afterwards, together with

owned by Mr Lodge and 50 shares owned by
Mr. Carter were transferred under a voting trust agreement to Messrs. Howe and Dunn. In addition to the
foregoing the immerous infractions by complainant and
its officers of the contract of August 3rd, 1908, enteied
into with George and Gaston Melies made it in)possil)le
for Messrs. Gaston and George Melies to continue their
connection with the complainant company, as a result of
which the resignation of Mr. Gaston Melies as President
and director, and of his brother as director of the company were submitted in June of 1909.
Every provision of the condition subsequent has been
broken by complainant, as a lesult of which the Edison
Company has become remitted to its former rights, it
having notified complainant on December 18th, 19o8, at
the time the Picture Patents Con)pany meeting took
place, that no license would be issued to complainant oil
account of the fraud of its officer and the breach of the
condition in the contract of September ISth.
This collateral contract dated Sej^tcmber 18, 1908,
was signed and delivci ed at the same time as the instrument transferring the license agreements, although the
A copy is set forth in
latter is dated November 2, 1908.
the statement of facts above.
We do not believe it necessary to ent^'r into a discussion as to whether or not the provision referred to
was a condition subsequent, or a conditional limitaNo promises on the part of complainant being
tion.
inserted therein, it is apparent that the same did not con322 shares
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a covenant merely, which might perhaps remit
Edison Company to an action for datnages. The
provision was either a condition subsequent or a condi-

stitute

the

tional limitation.

That it was a condition subsequent appears clearly
from the differentiation made in Woodruff vs. Water
Poiver Company, 2 Stockton, 489, 507. In the case cited,
the owner of a farm conveyed to the defendant a portion of the farm, subject to the proviso that he should

maintain and keep in repair the bridge and should erect
and maintain necessary fences, etc. The grantees and
the defendant, it was shown, refused to perform the covenants and agreements and a specific performance was
prayed.

Court

In

said, at

discussing

the

provision in question the

page 507:

" But

it

is

unnecessary to pursue this investi-

gation any further. There is another point in the
case of less difficulty, which, I think, must determine the rights of the parties in this Court. There
are no covenants contained in this deed on the
part of the grantees. They did not sign the deed.
It is true this is not necessary always.
The acceptance of the conveyance and the land granted
will in some cases bind the grantees to the performance of the covenants; but it cannot bind
them to covenants which do not exist.
I
have
already recited all that part of the deed in which
There is a proviso
it is said the covenant exists.
by wiiich it is declared, that unless the giantees
perform certain things specifically stipulated, the
said lands and piemises shall revert to the said
George Woodruff.
A condition is quite distinct
from a covenant. The language in this deed is
appropriate to create a condition, and, as if to
avoid any doubt, the legal consequences of a
breach or violation of the condition is inserted.
Upon covenants, the legal responsibility of their
non-fulfillment is, that the party violating them
must respond in damages. The consequence of
the non-fulfillment of a condition is a forfeiture of
Tlie grantor may re-enter at his luill,
the estate.
and possess himself of his former estate. The
grantees were to make the raceway in conformity
to their act of incorporation; they were to erect,
maintain, and keep in good repair a safe and sub-
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stantial

brir^ge

over the

raceway; they were to

make a landing place on the river Delaware, and
But they ento make and maintain the fences.
7io covenants to do these things.
They
to enjoy the land, provided they did pei form
these stipulations; and they accepted the deed,

tered into

were

and entered upon the land upon the condition,
that if they did not perform them, they should
Unless these
are conditions, then there exists no distinction
between a condition and a covenant. McoU vs.
the New York and Erie Railroad Co., 12 Barb. S.
C. Rep., 460; Coke upon Litt., by Thomas. 4; CornDig., Condition 1, A, 2; Co. Litt., 216 C; Hamilton
Rawle, 375; Piatt on Gov., 36,
V. Elliott, 5 Serg.
37; Bouv. Law Diet., title Proviso."
forfeit all the benefits of the grant.

&

apparent therefore that the provision in question
was a condition subsequent, governed by the rule relating thereto, and giving the Edison Company a right to
rescind the contract upon non-performance,
In this agreement entered into between Messrs. Lodge,
Carter and Lewis, and approved by Messrs. Howe and
Dunn, it was provided that substantially all of the stock
was to be deposited with the trustees, and should be
endorsed by the owners to the trustees, who would issue
their trustees' certificates therefor, said stock to remain
with the trustees for the period specified, with a provision
It was also
for an extension for an additional period.
"
provided therein
that said trustees shall have the voting
power of said stock at all regular and special meetings
as fully and completely as the owners thereof would have
if said stock remained in the hands of the parties hereto,
or their assignees," with certain additional provisions
It

is

not necessary to be considered here.
Acting under said agreement Mr. Carter, the owner of
50 shares, transferred these shares to said trustees; Mr.
Lodge transferred 322 shares of his stock; and Mr. Lewis
the owner of 350 shares (the company consisting of ?50
shaies only), transferred his stock to

tlie t? ustees.

The agreement speaks for itself. It is apparent that
under the same Messrs. Lodge and Carter transferred " the
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coutrol of said

company

" in violation of the provisions of

the collateral agreement of September ISth, 190S.
It is immaterial whether the voting trust was valid or
invalid, was revocable or irrevocable, was coupled with an
interest or }iot, for the fact remains that under it the
actual control of the company passed from Messrs. Carter

and Lodge to others.
The dispute over the meaning

of the term

" control "

raised by appellant resolves itself largely into a question
of degree

and circumstance.

A motorman

on the controller has control over a

moving

with a hand
street car; in

another sense, so has the engineer at the power-house
switchboard; in another sense, so has the railway company's general manager.
B( fore the pooling agreement was made the control of
the corpoiation was undoubtedly in Lodge and Carter.

They had tlie power to elect five directors and to determine by this control of the corporate machinery everything to be done. After the pooling agreement it is plain
that this control was jeopardized, infringed, conditioned,
not indeed totally destroyed. We submit that in view of
the transactions between the parties up to that time,
the control of the company was indeed divested from
Lodge and Carter in the sense intended by the agreement

if

all

September 18.
In view of the intention of the parties, evidenced by
their acts and conversations at their meeting just previous
to signing the contract of September 18, and further evidenced by their subsequent acts and words at the meeting
December 18, and further evidenced by the ideas embodied
in the tentative letter of January 6, can there be any
doubt that this voting trust agreement did violate the
letter, e^pirit, intent and meaning of the agreement of
September 18? Can there be any doubt how Mr. Dyer
would have received the proposition had it been put to
him on that date! Appellant's argument on the technical
aspects of the pooling agreement is a piece of special
pleading, which should not divert attention from the
fundamental proposition that before Max Lewis would
put up a dollar he had the voting control of this corporation (722 shares out of 750) put with Messrs. Howe and
of
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them his own lawyer), with the power to
turn out Melies, Lodge and Carter on the happeuiuo; of
any one of several conditions whose interpretation rested
ultimately in the judgment of the trustees.

Dunn

(one of

We

have not undertaken to review here the authorisupport of the proposition that the ownership of
the stock of a corporation or a majority thereof carries
with it the control of the corporation. These authorities
are discussed at some length in the brief of counsel for
the intervenorp.
Second. There has been a further breach of the conditions subsequent, in that on June 25, 1909, Gaston Melies
ceased to be president and director of the complainant
corporation and was not succeeded in such office by his
son Paul Melies or his brother George. We do not understand that there is any suggestion even in the record that
this resignation was brought about by any collusion between Mr'. Melies and the defendants. On the contrary,
any such contention is most forcibly negatived by the
complainant's own proofs, when the complainant introduced in evidence the letter from Gaston Melies to Mr.
Lodge, dated January 17, 1909, in which he says that Mr.
Dyer advised him not to resign but to carry out his contra(;t with the complainant (Comp. Ex. 44, p. 696).
Mr.
Dyer himself testified that he had never asked Mr. Melies
ties in

to resign.

arguing beside the point when it contends
ttiat breach of these conditions
in its
necessitated recourse to the courts. The agreement of
September 18 is plain. It creates a condition subsequent,
as wo have shown above. As is stated in 9 Cyc 600, of
conditions subsequent
Appellant

is

Seventh Point

,

" By the very words of the agreement the nonfulfillment of a certain term in it may give to one
of the parties a right to treat it as a discharge."

See Javrerre

v.

Altagracia, 217 U.

S., 502,

at 507.

The Court,
September

therefore, will look

18, to

to

the agreement of

ascertain the effect of the breach of the
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conditions and undertakings therein contained.
The cases
cited by appellant (Brief, p. 107) are not controlling of the

For example, in Standard Dental ManuNational Tooth Co. .95 Fed., 291, the question was solely one of jurisdiction, as to whether the case
came under the patent law. Furthermore, the complainant there was seeking to pursue the defendant, a licensee,
for infringment of the patent, claiming that the terms of
the license had been so violated as to effect its forfeiture.
In other words, the complainant was seeking to win half
There is an obvious disits battle by mere assumption.
tinction between cases where a complainant seeks affirmatively to set aside a patent license without the aid of the
Court and cases in which a defendant asks the Court to
remain passive and not to afford complainant tlie relief it
seeks, because the express agreement entered into by both
parties provides for its termination upon the breach of an
undertaking or condition. In such cases the only question
is whether in fact the undertaking or condition has been
broken, and this was the situation in the case of Javrerre
case at bar.

facturing Co.

vs.

Altagracia, supra.
Furthermore, the quotation from Judge Lowell's opinion, quoted on page 110 of appellant's brief, is misleading,
inasmuch as the learned Judge, in the same case, says:
vs.

" In

Banks

some few patent cases, beginning with
Stolley, 3 McLean, 323, it has been held

vs.

that a patentee enjoyed the unusual privilege of
treating a breach of covenant as if it had itself
worked a forfeiture. No doubt the pajties may
agree that such an effect shall follow; and this will
account for some of the decisions."

Furthermore, the cases cited by appellant under this
point are none of them applicable to the breach of condiThey are illustions of the September 18th agreement.
tiative of a peculiar development of ptitent law with
reference to patent licenses, the l)istory and theory of
which is set out at length in Robinson on Patents, § 822.
Appellant makes a mistake in attempting to apply this
This is govtechnical doctrine to a transfer of a license.
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erned

by the

commou law

doctrines which

we have

invoked.
think there is no weight at all in appellanrs
^ixfli Point. The rule of law there appealed to is fundamental, but is not to be ap|)lied without the aid of reason.
The conditions subsequent relating to doing business contained in the license and covered by the notice clause are of
obviously different status from the fundamental conditions

We

contained in the license assignment of September 18,
which conditioned the veiy transfer of the license and
which can by no means be subordiiiated to the notice
clause contained in that license.

VI.

In a court of equity the defendant may
up fraud, after rescission, in an action

set

for specific performance.
As has been heretofore shown the Edison Company,
view of the fraud and breach of the condition subsequent committed by the officers of the complainant company, rescinded the transfer of the license agreements on
account of tlie fraud of Mr. Lodge, an officer of the
complainant, and breach of condition. Appellant has
suggested that evidence of rescission on the ground of
fraud does not appear in the record. It is, we trust,
unnecessary again to go over the evidence which we have
set forth in our statement of farts and emphasized in
The language used by Mr. Dyer at the
our Point I.
18 was sufficient to make Mr. Lodge
December
meeting of
new
the
license agreement was held up
understand that
because of his actions, and his sul)sequent conduct made
it peifectly clear that complainant was not going to get a
It would have been
license from the Patents Company.
in

granted such license if it was in valid possession of a
From Mr. Dyer's
license from the Edison Company.

words and actions

at the

meeting of December 18 and sub-
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sequeutly, Mr.

Lodge could not have

failed to see that the

Edison Company had rescinded its license for fraud and
breach of condition, and that the Patents Connpany refused to issue a new license because the old one, for the
same reasons, had been rescinded and had terminated.
This being so under the authorities the defense of fraud
to a prayer for specific performance is proper.
In Amer. & Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol. 14, p. 164, is the
following:

" When a party has rescinded a contract because of fraud he has sevt>ral remedies at law, to
either of which, and sometimes to more than one
of which, he may resort, according to the circumHe may wait until the other party brings
stances.
an action against him to enforce the contract, or
to recover damages for a breach thereof, and then
set up the fraud as a defense, pi'ovided he has not
80 acted upon the contract aftei- the discovery of
the fraud as to bar his right to rescind."

We

are not sure from certain language used in appelwhether appellant is contending that defend-

lant's brief

ant's should have invoked the aid of a court of equity
affirmatively to cancel the Edison Company license, instead of rescinding and setting up fraud as a defense.

The

latter

of course, an entirely proper procedure.

is,

"Instead of afifirming the contract the party
defrauded may * * * rescind and set up the
fraud as a defense to a suit brought against him on
the contract, either at law for damages or in equity
for specific performance." 9 Cyc, 433.
Chute vs. Quincy, 156 Mass., 189.

Equity

Friend

vs.

Lamb,

Brown

vs.

Pitcairn, 148 Pa.

will refuse specific

152 Pa.

St., 529.

St., 387.

performance when there

is

fiaud.

In Schneider

vs.

Schneider, 125

la.,

page

1, it

was

said

at page 16:

" It requires a less flagrant case of fraud or un-

due advantage to prevent specific performance
than to recover damages. Any trace of unfairness
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or fraud will render specific performance impossible."

Isaacs

Cowan

In

vs.

vs.

Skrainka, 95 Mo., 517, 524.

Curran, 216

111.,

598, 622,

it

was

said,

citing cases:

"Specific performance will not be decreed unless the agreement has been entered into with perfect fau'ness and without misapprehension, misrepresentation or oppression.

See to same

effect:

SkeeJi vs. Patterson, 180

111.,

289, 294;

Schmitz vs. Peterson, 113 La., 134, 142;
Van Norsdall vs. Smith, 141 Mich., 355, 361;
Cleavenger vs. Sturm, 59 W. Va., 658, 663.
Smith vs. Countryman, 30 N. Y., 655, 669;
Mitliken vs. Thorndike, 103 Mass., 382, 386;

Fox

vs. Tahel, 66 Conn., 397, 400;
Feltz vs. Walker, 49 Conn., 93, 98;
Chute vs. Quincy, 156 Mass., 189;
Brown vs. Pitcairn, 148 Pa., 387, 392;

Friend

The

rule

is

the

vs.

Lamb,

152 Pa., 529, 533.

same whether or not there has been

partial performance.

Amer. & Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol. 14, p. 164;
Milliken vs. Thorndike, 103 Mass., 382.

A LESS DEGREE OF FRAUD IS REQUIRED TO WARRANT A
COURT OF EQUITY TO REFUSE SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE THAN
IN DECREEING A RESCISSION— ANY MISREPRESENTATION OR
UNFAIRNESS BEING SUFFICIENT TO DEFEAT A BILL FOR SUCH
PERFORMANCE.

We

submit confidently that the fraud of Mr. Lodge
sufficient to warrant a court of equity
Even were it otherwise the fraud
in decreeing rescission.
magnitude
to warrant a court of equity
ample
of
was
specific
of
performance to the party
decree
a
refusing
in

was ample and

"
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which, through its agents, committed the fraud, for a
much less degree of fraud is sufficient to deter a court
from granting relief at the request of the wrongdoer than
to serve as a foundation for positive relief in favor of the
person injured.
The rule is laid down in Broivn vs. Pitcairn, 148 Pa.,
38T, 392, as follows:
is a marked difference between that
unfairness which will induce a chancellor to set aside a contract, and that which will
induce him to withold his aid in enforcing it:
Cathcart vs. Robinson, 5 Peters, 276. It is there

"There

degree of

A

defendant

may

resist a bill for specific perthat, under the circumstances,
the plaintiff is not entitled to the relief he asks.
Omission or mistake in the agreement, or that it is

said:

'

formance by showing

unconscientious or unreasonable; or that there has
been concealment, misrepresentation or any unfairness, are enumerated among the causes which will
induce the court to refuse its aid.'

VII.

In an action brought for specific per-

formance, relief will always be denied
unless the complainant has fully performed on bis part all of the covenants
and conditions to be performed by him.
The complainant comes

into this, a court of equity,
claims it cannot obtain in a court of
law. That a court of equity will always consider the
rights and wrongs of litigants, and the attitude of the
complainant, as well as whether or not he has come into
the coui t with clean hands, and has performed all of the
conditions and covenants on his part to be performed, and

asking

relief

which

it

has not been guilty of any wrongdoing, is elementary.
A court of equity will not reach out its strong arm to
assist a complainant who has done injustice to a defend-
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whom relief is asked. If the rule were otherwise a court of equity would bean instrument of injustice.
submit that it would be a gross travesty upon justice if this court were to afford relief to the complainant,
allowing the latter under its judicial decree to perpetuate
complainant's own wrongdoing and to profit therefrom.
A court of equity, no more than a court of law, will
countenance fraud or wrongdoing; in fact it is elementary
that equity delights in assisting those who have done
equity to others, but consistently refuses to aid those who
have acted in a fraudulent way.
ant, against

We

The

authorities

and decisions are numerous,

in fact

universal, that a court of equity will never decree specific

performance where there has been fraud on the part of
the complainant, or breach of a material covenant or condition

on

its part.

We call attention
In Ohio Fence Co.

to the following decisions:
vs.

Washburn

(Decision of the Circuit Court, N. D.,
ing,

et

al, 26 Fed., 702
the follow-

Ills.), is

quoting from syllabus:
" A court of equity will not specifically enforce
a contract at the instance of one of the parties who
has repeatedly broken it, even if the other party has
been guilty of the first breach.
If one party to a contract expects to have it
specifically enforced against the other, he must act
steadily in good faith, by observing its terms,
whether the other party violates his covenants or
not.

When a party to a contract has not kept his
covenant, but excuses himself on the ground that
the other party was guilty of the first breach, whatever remedy there is, is at law."
In Martin vs. Johnston, 6 Misc. (N. Y.), 310,

it

was

said at page 314:
It is a settled rule of law that neither party to
a contract can enforce it against the other without
showing performance or an offer or willingness and
In May vs.
readiness to perform on his part.
When
Schuyler, 11 J. &. S., 107, the Court said:
the right to compensation depends upon a special
contract plaintiff must perform the undertaking
'
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assumed by him, and no matter what the terms and
conditions may be, upon which the right to compensation depends, they must be performed as a
condition precedent to a right of action for the
recovery ot the specific compensation.' This does
not mean a literal performance in every particular and detail.
A substantial performance is all
that is required
Woodward v. Fuller, 80 N. Y.,
315.
The same rule prevails in equity. A party
who seeks to enforce a contract must show performance or its equivalent on his own part before
he becomes entitled to relief. Pom. Eq. Juris,
sec. 1407; Story's Eq. Juris,
sec. 771; Jones vs.
Lynde, 7 Paige, 301; Burling f. King, 66 Barb.,
039; Crane vs. Decamp, 6 C. E. Green, 414; Boone
V. Missouri Iron Co., 17 How, (U. S.) 343; Marble
Co. V. Ripley, 10 Wall., 357; Stewart v. Raymond
M., 568; Watt v. Rogers, 2 Abb.
R. R. Co., 7 S.
It is the duty of the court to inquire
Pr., 261.
hoiv far the reciprocal obligations of the party seeking relief have been fairly and fully performed.
Story's Eq. Jur., sec. 736; Crane v. Decamp, 6 C. E.
'If the plaintiff's simple negative conGreen, 414.
duct, his neglect to do what he has undertaken to
do is sufficient to prevent his obtaining the remedy
of specific performance, much more does the same
result follow from his affirmative acts wiiich are in
Pom. Eq. Juris.,
direct violation of the contract.'

&

sec. 354."

In Foot vs. Bush, 69 N. W,, 874,

from

it

was held (quoting

syllabus):

"A purchaser is not entitled to the specific enforcement of a contract to convey land, after his
default in making payments, which, by the terms
of the contract, operated as a forfeiture of all his
rights thereunder, without proof of a waiver of

such provision by the vendor."
In Amer.

&

Eng. Enc. of Law,

vol. 26, p.

70, is

the

following:

"It has been laid down as a general rule that
equity will not specifically enforce a contract at the
expense of the party who is himself in default with
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respect to a contract sought to be enforced, or who
its terms and obligations."

has himself violated
See to same

effect.

Home Land,

etc.,

vs.

McNamara,

111 Fed.,

822.

Lennon

v.

Farrell, 46 A. D., 621.

Jones vs.Wittner, 79 Hun,
Marble vs. Ripley, 10 Wall

2S3, 285.
,

339, 357.

Specific performance will be refused to complainant
where he has breached a covenant or condition of a contract, although the breach ivas not of such magnitude as
to warrant a rescission on the part of the defendant.

Although we respectfully submit that the breach of a
condition subsequent on the part of complainant was
such as to give the Edison Company the right of rescisgrant a decree of specific performnot necessarily based upon whether or not the
breach was of such magnitude as to warrant the defendant in obtaining a rescission. Any substantial breach is
sufficient to preclude the complainant receiving relief
from a court of equity, irrespective of whether or not the
same court would upon the prayer of the defendant rescind the contract so broken. That the law is such appears from the following:
sion, still a refusal to

ance

is

In Amer.

&

Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol.

26, p. 71, is

the

following:

"Specific performance

may

be denied in the

discretion of the court and the plaintiff remitted
to his remedy at law, although the plaintiff's default
would not justify a rescission of the contract."
See cases cited.

A

court of equity will not decree specific performance
where the obligation and remedy are not mutual.
It is elementary that a court of equity will never
decree specific performance where the obligation is not
mutual. Tt is equally true that such court ivill not decree
such performance where the remedy is not mutual.

We

submit, therefore, that the collateral agreement of Sep-
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temberlSth, 1908, was not mutual, so far as the condition
and remedy thereon was concerned, and that this court,
as a court of equity will not consent to a decree of specific
performance in favor of one party as against the other.

The

rule

is

laid

In Amer.

&

down

as follows:

Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol,

26,

page

28, is

the

following:

" It has been said that a contract in order to
enforceable in equity should be muspecifically
be
tual and binding on both parties alike, as to obli-

gation and remedy. So it has been intimated that
a negative covenant in a contract of hiring will not
be enforced, where the Court had the power to not
enforce an affirmative covenant."
In Shenandoah Valley,
it

was

etc., vs.

Dunlop, 86 Va., 346,

said:

"

It is a fundamental rule in equity that a contract to be specifically enforced must in general be
mutual in its obligation and in its remedy^ and it
must be mutual ab initio."

To same

effect see:

Ross vs. U. P. Ry. Co., Fed. Cases, 12080;
Marble Co. vs. Ripley, 10 Wall., 339, 359;
Pullman vs. T. & P. R. Co., 11 Fed., 625,
630;

Richmond
Chadwick

Dubuque R.

vs.
vs.

Alworth vs.
Welty vs. Jacobs, 171
Louisville

Co., 33

la.,

422;

Chadwick, 121 Ala., 580;
Seymour, 42 Minn., 526, 528;

etc.,

R. Co.

111.,

vs.

624;

Bodenschatz, 141

Ind., 251;

Wood

vs.

Dickey, 90 Va., 160, 163;

Karrick vs. Hannaman, 168 U. S.,
Martin vs. Pratt, 5 St. Rept., 284;

328, 335,

Taussig vs. Corbin, 142 Fed., 660, 666;
Federal Oil Co. vs. Western Oil Co., 121
Fed., 6T4;

Nevada,

etc.,

Co. vs. National,

Fed., 133, 145.

etc.,

Co., 96
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With the above in mind we come to the provisions of
the collateral agreement of September 18th, 1908, which
gave to the Edison Company the right of forfeiture upon
the happening of a condition subsequent.
The Edison

Company having

this right could not

come

into a court

of equity asking for a specific performance of said agree-

ment, for where the right of forfeiture in favor of the
one injured by a breach exists, such party so injured having a remedy by forfeiture is not entitled to a decree of
specific performance, for equity, following the general
not aid a litigant where recourse to a court of
equity is not necessary.
In the case of Woodruff vs. Water Power Co., 2 Stockrule, will

ton, 48y, heretofore referred to at length, the exact point

was passed upon, and the Court held that the
complainant was not entitled to a decree for specific performance on account of the happening of the condition
subsequent in the contract, for the reason that the breach,
through the happening of the condition subsequent in
question, gave the complainant the right to declare a forfeiture, and such being so no right to a specific performance existing, saying at page 508:
at issue

" The only question then is, can this Court enforce the specific performance in a deed, the nonperformance of which works a forfeiture of the
estate? This was not contended on the argument.
I cannot see upon what principle the Court can
exercise this branch of its jurisdiction in such a
case.
The grantor has fixed his own remedy, and
can forfeit the estate at his pleasure."

In view of the foregoing, therefore, it is difficult to
what standing the complainant has in this court to
eeek specific performance of the contract, where such
remedy was not mutual.
see

VIII.

was executed by
with
complainant,
tlie Patents Company
or delivered, nor was the Patents Company under any leg'al or equitable duty
to issue a license to the complainant, no
agreement to do so having* been shown,
nor any consideration for such an agreement having- been proved.
No

license ag-reement

The bill of complaint, it will be noticed (pp. 12-13),
prays substantially that the Patents Company be ordered
and decreed to deliver to complainant the new license, or,
" if said license agreement has not already been signed
and sealed on behalf of said Motion Picture Patents Com.
pany, said Motion Picture Patents Company be ordered
and decreed to sign and seal the same, and be further
ordered and decreed to deliver the said license agreement
so signed and sealed," to complainant, and in default
thereof that the " license agreement be declared to be in
and effect, and that your ozator and the deMotion Picture Patents Company, be dethe
fendant,
clared to be subject to all the obligations and entitled to
all the rights and provisions in said license agreement
full force

according to the terms thereof to all intents and purposes
as though the same had l)een signed and sealed "; but
that if the license agreement alleged to have been executed had been lost or destroyed, " said Motion Picture
Patents Company, by its officers, be ordered and directed
to prepare a new license agreement in writing,"
cute and deliver the same.

and exe-

In short, the bill of complaint ask that the Patents
Company be decreed to deliver the license agreement, if
executed, and if not executed to complete the execution
thereof; or to execute a new agreement and deliver the
same to the complainant.
In the first place the proof shows that the license
agreement was never executed, much less delivered.
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At the meeting on December 18th. 1908, it will be seen
from an examination of the testimony (Dyer, p. 343;
Selig, p. 298; Spoor, p. 288; Scull, p, 367 et seq.; Kennedy,
p. 391;

Marion,

was
Company's
that

it

p.

395; Blackton, p. 397;

Smith,

p.

400),

distinctly stated at the time that the Patents

licenses to the different licensees (including
complainant) were signed by all of the licensees, including
complainant, upon the distinct understanding expressed
by Mr. Dyer that they would not he of any effect until
ratified by the Board of Directors of the Patents Company.
A brief statement of the testimony will not be out of
place.

Thus Mr. Dyer testified (p. 343), " The agreement
after it was explained to the various licensees was acceptable to all of them; and I said that since all the licensees
were present it would be desirable for them to sign duplicate copies of the agreement on their

own

behalf, subject

Board of Directors of the
Motion Picture Patents Company."
Mr. Kennedy testified (p. 391), in corroboration of
what Mr. Dyer said, as follows: " He said the directors
of the company would take these agreements in the then
form and would consider them and would act upon them,
to the later ratification by the

and if they were found satisfactory in every respect they
would approve them, and their execution would then be
completed, as I have stated before, and they would be
sent to the various applicants for licenses."
Mr. Marion testified (p. 395) that Mr. Dyer stated in
effect that as it would be moi'e convenient to the licensees
for various reasons to have the licenses signed then, they
could be signed at that time, and that " then the various
applications would be considered, and

if they were acted
favorably
they
would
then
be
signed
in duplicate by
upon
of
Moving
the
Picture Patents Comthe proper officers
pany, and that the two copies would then be sent to us
to have our corporate seals affixed, and then we would
return the two to him, and that when the signatures of

the Patents Company had been completed one copy will
be returned to us.''
Thus it is true beyond contradiction that it was distinctly stated by Mr. Dyer at the time, and understood
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by

all

that the agreements were not to become binding
by the Board of Directors of the Picture

until ratified

Patents Company.

That this ratification by the Board of Directors was
never made appears from the testimony of Mr. Scull, the
Secretary, and a Director, of the Company (p. 370).
To be sure the licenses were signed by Mr. Scull, the
Secretary of the Company, and the seal of the Company
affixed, the same being done, however, as Mr. Scull testified, without authority from the Board of Directors, and
that he had no authority to do so is apparent from an
examination of the by-laws (p. 371). In any event the
license to complainant was never delivered and never

became

obligatory.

Mr. Scull testified that he signed the various licenses
(including the one running to complainant), not on the
18th of December, but on the morning of December 19th
(p. 368), and that the seal of the Company, which was at
10 Fifth Avenue, where the meeting of the 18th was held,
was taken by him to his home in Orange, N. J., that night,
where on the following day he affixed the seal. After affixing the seal he received a message from Mr. Dyer (p. 368)
not to sign and seal the Melies Company license, or to
deliver it, and that the agreement continued in his possession until the beginning of the pending suit (p. 369).
At this point we digress for a moment for the purpose
of indicating by two or three cases that a court of equity
will never decree specific performance of an agreement of
such a personal nature as a license agreement under a
patent, in the absence of an express and distinct understanding before the execution of the same so to do, which
such understanding will be searched for in the record in
vain.

See to this

efifect:

Eclipse, etc.,

vs.

Woodmanse, 24

Fed., 650,

653;

Curren vs. Craig, 22 Fed., 101;
Locke vs. Lane, 35 Fed., 289;
Amer. & Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol.
Amer. & Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol.

22,

p. 435;

18, p. 1140;

and
Eastern,
1036.

(&c.

Co. vs.

McGaw,

42 Atl., 923,
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The Edison licensees attended the meeting of December 18, 1908, as applicants for a new Patents Company
license; and while it may have been the intention of the
officers of the latter

Company

to issue a

new

license to

such of the Edison licensees as were in good standing and
had kept and performed all the conditions and covenants
contained in their respective licenses, the evidence fails
to show any promise or agreement to do so, or any consideration for such a promise if it existed.
No such
promise can be inferred from the mere fact that the
Patents Company had acquired the Edison and Biograph
patents.
The Company acquired the Edison patents subject to the outstanding licenses, but it was under no express or implied obligation to issue a new or additional
license covering the patents which it had acquired from
the Biograph Company. The Patents Company was in no
sense a merger or consolidation of the Edison and Biograph Companies. If it be urged that the complainant's
status as an Edison licensee on December 18, 1908,
equitably entitled it to a Patents Company license, the
answer to that contention is that on that day the defendants elected to rescind and did rescind the transfer of the
Edison licenses to complainant for fraud, and, further,
the licenses automatically ceased and determined for
breach of the conditions subsequent in the collateral

agreement of September

18, 1908.

LAST POINT.
The decree of the District Court should
be in

all

things affirmed, with costs.
Caldwell, Masslich
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